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PETITION FOR WAIVER OF THE BAR EXAMINATION REQUIREMENT FOR
ADMISSION TO THE BAR AND PROVISION OF EMERGENCY DIPLOMA PRIVILEGE

David W. Sears andJessica Gilgor, May 2020J.D. graduates of the Creighton University
School of Law, and Dave Gottschalk, May 2020 graduate of University of Nebraska College of Law

('(Petitioners"), on behalf of all May 2020 graduates of Creighton University School of Law and
University of Nebraska College of Law, and all other timely applicants of the July 2020 and
September 2020 administrations of the Nebraska Bar Examination who graduated from an ABAaccredited law school (collectively "Applicants"), hereby petition the Nebraska Supreme Court
to waive the bar examination requirement for admission to the bar and grant Applicants emergency
diploma privilege.

In support of this petition, Applicants state the following:

A. The Nebraska

Supreme Court is Vested with the Sole Authority to Consider This

Petition and Grant the Relief Requested.

1.

('The

Nebraska Supreme Court is vested with sole power to admit persons to the

practice of law in Nebraska and to fix qualifications for admission to the Nebraska bar."l

2.

To that end, the

Nebraska Supreme Court has adopted rules governing the

admission of Applicants to the Nebraska bar2 andhas delegated the administrative authority to the

I

In re McDonnell, 299 Neb. 289, 293 (2018), 905 N.I4/.2d, 32; see In re Petitionfor a Rule Change to Create a Voluntary
State Bar of Nebraska,286 Neb. 1018, 841 N.W.2d 1.67 (2013) ("The practice of law is so intimately connected and
bound up with the exercise of judicial power in the administration of justice that the right to define and regulate its
practice naturally and logically belongs to the judicial department of our state government. )' Id.) (citing In re
Integration of Nebraska State Bar Ass '2, 113 Neb. 283,289,275 N.W. 265 (t937)).
'zSeeNeb. Ct. R. SS 3-100 et. seq.

Rr

Nebraska State Bar Commission ("Commission").3

"The court has the power, under appropriate

circumstances, to waive the application of its own rules regarding the admission of attorneys to the

Nebraska bar."4

"The Supreme Court exercises jurisdiction over all matters involving

the

licensing of persons to practice law in the State of Nebraska. "s

3.

The Nebraska Supreme Court has the authority to hear this petition

4.

Because the Nebraska Supreme Court has the "sole power to

as an

original

action.6

admission to the bar,

" this Court

fix qualifications for

has the sole authority to hear this case.7 Lower courts would be

unable to grant the relief requested, therefore filing an original proceeding with this Court is
proper.s

5.

By granting the relief requested, this Court has an opportunity to be a leader and set

an example as an innovator for other similarly situated states to solve a unique problem faced
during this ongoing public health crisis.

3

See Neb. Ct. R. SS 3-100 et. seq.; In re McDonnell at 293 In re Brown,270 Neb. 891, 708 N.W.2d 251, (2006) (noting
the Commission lacks the authority to waive the requirement that an applicant have aJuris Doctor from an ABA-

accredited law school).
a
In re Doering, 275 Neb. 1004, 1009, 751 N.W.2d 723 (2008) (citing In re Collins-Bazant,254 Neb. 614, 578 N.W..2d
38 (1ees)).
5
Neb. Ct. R. S 3-100.
6
See In re Petitionfor a Rule Change to Create a Voluntary State Bar of Nebraska (petition by Attorney/State Senator
granted in part and denied in part filed as an original action); Integration of Nebraska State Bar Ass'z (petition by
Attorney and committee of the Nebraska State Bar Association granted as an original action); See also In Re
McDonnell (waiver of admission requirements granted as original action); cf. State ex rel. Counsel of Discipline of
Supreme Court v. Jorgenson,302 Neb. 788,922 N.W.2d 753 (20\9) (stating that "attorney discipline cases are original
proceedings before this court").
7
See In re McDonnell at 293.
8
See Smeal Fire Apparatus Co. y. Kreikemeier,2TL Neb. 616, 626,715 N.W.2d 134 (2006) (noting this Court does not
hear cases as an original action without good cause shown why application was not made to an appropriate lower

court).
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B. The Coronavirus Pandemic continues to adversely impact Nebraska, eliciting
unprecedented government action, and created substantial barriers for Applicants.

6.

OnJanuary

30,z\z\,the World Health Organization's Director-General

declared

the outbreak of SARS-CoV-Z, the virus that causes COVID-l9, to be a Public Health Emergency
of InternationalConcern pursuant to the binding authority of International Health Regulations and
issued temporary recommendations to all nations.e

7.

On March 17, 2020, the World Health Organization described COVID-19 as a

"global pandemic."1o

8.

On March 73r2020, Governor Pete Ricketts declared a state of emergency related

to the Coronavirus pandemic.ll

9.

As ofJuly 9,2020, that emergency declaration is still in effect and has not been

terminated.l2

10.
Measure

On March 79, 2020, Governor Pete Ricketts issued the first Directed Health

("DHM")

to control the spread of COVID-19. This DHM placed enforceable limits on

public gatherings.r3

e

VERTIC, COVID-19 as a Public Health Emergenc1 of International Concern (PHEIC) under the IHR,
https://extranet.who.int/sph/covid-19-public-health-emergency-international-concern-pheic-under-ihr.
10
Helen Branswell, WHO Declares the Coronauirus Outbreak a Pandenic, STATNEws (March IIr2020),
https://www.statnews.com 12020103hl/who-declares-the-coronavirus-outbreak-a-pandemic/.
11

Proclamatioz (March 13, 2020),

https://www.dropbox.com lsl64xel8oha2gw22hl2020%20state7o20of%20Emergency%20-%20Coronavirus7"20.pdf
(recognizing " [t]he emergency can strain the abilities of state and local government to meet the needs of the citizens
and respond to the pandemic").
12
Sea Neb. Rev. Stat. 8l-829.40(3) (noting that emergency declarations remain in effect until terminated by either
the Governor or Legislature).
13

Media Release: Goy. Rickens Announce Directed. health measurefor Cass, Douglas, Sarp1, €t Washington Counties

(March 19,2020),https://governor.nebraska.gov/press/gov-ricketts-announces-directed-health-measure-cassdouglas-sarpy-washington-counties.

a
-)

11.

As ofJuly 6,2020, all Nebraska counties are under Phase III of the directed health

measures. Phase

III of the DHMs restrict the occupancy of restaurants,

and gyms, limiting the number of people gathered indoors

to

50%

bars, child care centers,

of rated occupancy and outdoors

to75% of rated occupancy, with groups made up of no larger than eight individuals in order to slow
and prevent the further spread of the Coronavirus.la

L2.

Also on March 73, 2020, Governor Pete Ricketts issued the first of thirty-one

executive orders related

to the Coronavirus pandemic.l5 These orders

Coronavirus pandemic presents

a

recognized that the

threat to the citizens of Nebraska, the essential services provided

by Nebraska Government, and the essential services provided by private parties.l6

13.

Since 1988, no Governor of Nebraska has issued more than72 executive orders in

any given year.l1 Governor Pete Ricketts has issued more executive orders related to the
Coronavirus pandemic than the prior

14.

11

years) combined.lB

Throughout the pandemic, Applicants have experienced substantial hardships

creating profound inequity. Applicant Impact Statements demonstrating these hardships-which

ta

Department of Health and Human Services, Direued Health Measure Order 2020-WCHD-005
2,
2020),
http://dhhs.ne.gov/Documents/WCHD-DHM-JuIy6.pdf.
[dy
'5 See Neb. Exec. Order No. 20-01, http://govdocs.nebraska.govldocs/pilot/pubs/eofiles/20-01.pdf (Mar.73, 2020)
(waiving certain hauling requirements to ensure adequacy of food supply chain).
(Mar. 13,
'6 See, e.g.,Neb. Exec. Order No. zo-u,,htt1l lgovdocs.nebraska.gov/docs/pilot/pubs/eofiles/20-ot.pdf
2020) (waiving certain hauling requirements), Neb. Exec. Order No. 20-02,
http://govdocs.nebraska.gov/docs/pilot/pubs/eofiles/20-02.pdf (Mar. 16, 2o2o) (prohibiting out of state travel for
state employees), Neb. Exec. Order No. 20-03, http://govdocs.nebraska.gov/docs/pilot/pubs/eofiles/zo-oe.pdf
(Mar.17,2020) (granting relief for governing bodies allowing meetings via teleconference), & Neb. Exec. Order No.
See, e.g, Nebraska

20-04,http://govdocs.nebraska.govldocs/pilot/pubs/eofiles/zo-o+.pdf (Mar.77,2o2o) (directingthe
Commissioner of Labor to treat unpaid workers as unemployed for any reason related to exposure or illness due to
COVID-19 as being temporarily unemployed).
17
See Nebraska Library Commission, Nebraska Officer of the Gouernor, Executiye Orders,
http://govdocs.nebraska.govldocs/pilot/pubs/eoindex.html (listing executive orders).
t8 See id.
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reflect hardships that many other Applicants face-are attached

as

Exhibit A and described below.

Such hardships include, but are not limited to:

a. Financial stress and loss

of income creating housing uncertainty during

the

pandemic as well as loss of future incomel

b. increased child care responsibilities due to school closures and limited child

care

availability;

c. obligation to support family members

and friends who have suffered loss of incomel

d. mental health impacts, such as anxiety, depression, and grief resulting from the
death of family members by COVID-19 and social isolation from compliance with

public health recommendations; and

e. lack

of

adequate study space resulting from required quarantine procedures,

prolonged closure of public places, and family members working from home.

The virus and these challenges create profound inequalities among Applicants.

15.

Notably, the Coronavirus pandemic has disproportionately affected Black, Latinx,

and Native American communities in Nebraska.re This disparate impact on communities of color

is exacerbated due to the increased risk of exposure many Black, Latinx, and Native Americans
face as essential workers. ttOne reason for the concentration is that people living in the eastern part

of Omaha often provide service-oriented, blue-collar labor that cannot be done from home."20 But
detecting the disparate impact in Nebraska is difficult because the Nebraska Department of Health

le

Erin Grace, Erin Grace: South Omahans Confused'

Hitq (I Don't

Want to Die', Oueue
Wonr,n-Henelo (May 12,2020), https://www.omaha.com/news/local/erin-grace-south-omahans-confusedScared. as

Coronayirus

scared-as-coronavirus-hits-i-dont-want-to-die/article 09e75bbb-4a66-553a-9960-6d3dfc7cScb4.html ("Douglas
County is mostly white:69%.Yet known COVID-19 cases in the county are mostly nonwhite: 77%." Id.).
'0 Id.

5

and Human Services, along with many local health departments are not tracking cases by race or

ethnicity.2r

76.

Nationally, Black, Latinx, and Native Americans are four to five times more likely

to contract COVID-19.22 Rates of hospitalizationfor those same groups are approximately 227.2,
778.1rL60.7 per 100,000 for Native Americans, Blacks, and Latinx, respectively, compared to +0.1

for White Americans. Black Americans are twice

as

likely to die from COVID-19 than their White

counterparts.23 Disproportionately black counties account for around 30% of rhe U.S. population,

but were the location of 56% of COVID-19 deaths.2a

77.
Reservation.2s

In Nebraska, Sl people have tested positive for COVID-19 on the Omaha Tribe's

This is from 21233 Native American residents on the Omaha Reservation,

representing around 3.63%

of the reservation's

residents.26

The Winnebago Public Health

Department, who serve Winnebago Tribal Citizens, reported 74 positive tests for COVID-19.27

This is from\r923 Native American residents on the Winnebago Reservation, representing around

21

Erin Duffy, Minorities Hit Hard bjt Coronayi.rus in U.5., But Nebraska Isn't Trackingbl Race, Ethnicitl4 OMAHA
24r 2O2O), https://wvr.w.omaha.com/news/state_and_regional/minorities-hit-hard-bycoronavirus-in-u-s-but-nebraska-isn-t-tracking-by-race/article_df8a4fc8-add0-5 6ec-824a-f5828454df7 e.html.
22
Centers for Disease Control, COI/ID-I? i.n Racial and Ethnic Minority Groups,
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirusl2olg-ncov/need-extra-precautions/racial-ethnic-minorities.html (]une 25,

Wonrn-Hnnar,t (Apr.

2020).
23

Maia Godoy & Daniel Wood, I,I/hat Do Coronauirus Racial Disparities Look Like State b1 State?, NPR (May 30,
2020), https://www.npr.orglsections/health-shotsl2020l05l30l865413079lwhat-do-coronavirus-racial-disparities-

look-like-state-by-state.
24
Id.
2s
Carl T. Curtis Health Education Center, FACEBooK, (Jul. 7, 2020,5:28PM)
https://www.facebook.com/carltcurtishealtheducationcenter/posts/
2335352763441023.
26
U.S. Census Bureau, 2018 American Community Survey
https://data.census.govlcedsci/table?q =tribal%2Oreservation&g=2500000US2550,4625&tid=AcSDT5Y2018.B020
l4&vintage=2018 (search "American Indian and Alaska Native Alone", filter results by "Geography", then
"American Indian/Alaska Native Area (Reservation or Statistical Entity Alone) " then select both "Omaha
Reservation, NE-IA" and "Winnebago Reservation and Off-Reservation Trust Land, NE-IA".)
27
Winnebago Public Health Department, FACEBooK, (]ul. 4, 2020,4:46PM)
https : //www.facebook.com/WbagoPHD/posts/405:t 99537
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.

3.85%of the reservation's residents.2s The impact on Native Americans communities of Nebraska

is substantially higher compared to the

7.05%

of all Nebraskans who have tested positive for

covlD-19.2e

18.

To preserve fairness and equity in provision of attorney licensure in light of the

substantial hardships experienced by Applicants, substantial inequitable impacts, and lingering

uncertainty around theJuly 2020 administration of the bar exam, this Court should waive the bar
exam requirement and grant emergency diploma privilege to Applicants.

C. The Planned Examination is Uncertain, Unsafe, and Disparately Impacts Petitioners.

19.

COVID-l9 and the public health crises regarding the spread remain unabated in

Nebraska and nationwide. During the two-week period fromJune ZSrz\zortoJuly 8r202Or2r2O8
Nebraskans were diagnosed with COVID-19, accounting for approximately

87o

of the total cases in

Nebraska. Twenty-eight Nebraskans during that same period died as a result of COVID-19,
equating to approximately

1O%

of all deaths in Nebraska related to COVID-19.30 Across the United

States onJuly 812020 alone 59,453 new cases were diagnosed during a63Toincrease from two weeks

earlier.3r This is the highest number of cases diagnosed in a single duy.t'

20.

Nebraska has been disproportionately impacted by COVID-19. On July 8, 2020,

Nebraska had a per capita incidence of 1,058 diagnosed cases of per 100,000 residents. This is the

28

U.S. Census Bureau, supra note 26.
The New York Times, Nebrasba Coronapi.rus Map and Case Count,N.Y. TitvtES,
https://www.nytimes.com linteractivel2020luslnebraska-coronavirus-cases.html.
30
SeeThe New York Times, Nebraska Coronauirus Map and Case Count, N.Y. TItvtEs
https://www.nytimes.com linteractivel2020luslnebraska-coronavirus-cases.html.
3'
See The New York Times, Coronapirus in the U.S.:Latest Map and. Case Count, N.Y. TIMES,
2e

See

https://www.nytimes.com linteractivel2020lwlcoronavirus-us-cases.html.
32

Id.

7

thirteenth highest incidence per capita among U.S. States, which is higher than the incidence rate
for all neighboring states.33 Nebraska immediately follows Florida in diagnosed cases per capita.3a

27.

Nearly half of all cases in Nebraska were located in either Douglas or Lancaster

Counties, the locations of Nebraska's two ABA-accredited law schools.3s

22.

The dramatic and quickly-changing nature of the Coronavirus pandemic may

change at any moment. Some states have seen cases triple in a two-week period. Cases have
increased so much in Texas and Florida both states have begun rolling back their "reopening"
plans.36

A Medical expert at the University of Nebraska Medical Center noted the possibility of

Nebraska reimposing stricter regulations if cases increase.3T There is no guarantee that the

DHMs

in'Nebraska will continue loosening restrictions in time for theJuly 2O2Obar exam.

23.

The Coronavirus pandemic has created unique challenges for the legal profession.

Administering theJuly 2020bar exam as planned remains uncertain and unsafe. The pandemic is
shown to have a disparate impact based upon race, ethnicity, age, health status, family status, and

tribal citizenship.38

33

See The New York Times, Coronayirus in the U.S.: Latest Map and Case Count, N.Y. Titvies,
https://www.nytimes.com linteractivel2o2o/uslcoronavirus-us-cases.html (click "Cases by state" and sort by

"Cases per 100,000").
34

Id.

3s

SeeThe New York Times, Nebraska Coronaui.rus Map and Case Count,N.Y. TIMES,
https://www.nytimes.com /interactive/2020luslnebraska-coronavirus-cases.html (click "By county").
36
Robert T. Garrett & Allie Morris, Texas Goy. GregAbbott Closes Bars, Diak Back Restaurants to Half-capacitlt,
Shuts Ritl,er Rafting,Dntrts MonNINc NEws, https://www.dallasnews.com/news/publichealthl 2020 I 061 26ltexas-eov-greg-abbott-closes-bars-dials-back-restaurants-to-half-capacity-shuts-river-raftingl;
Associated Press, Florid.a Joins Texas in Rolling Back Reopening of State Econornjt as COVID-I9 Cases Spike,

MAnrErwArcu, https://www.marketwatch.com/story/florida-joins-texas-in-rolling-back-reopening-of-stateeconomy-as-covid-19-cases -spike-Z} 20 -O 6- 26.
Anderson, UNMC Expert: Don't be Like Texal We Wq.nt to Ayoid, Rolling Back Nebraska's Reopening,

3TJulie

Ol,nux
Wonln-Heneln, https://www.omaha.com/livewellnebraska/health/unmc-expert-dont-be-like-texas-we-want-toavoid-rolling-back-nebraskas-reopening / article_38e248a-5665-56a9-9af5-7842732f2c49.htm\.
38
Sea Centers for Disease Controf supra note 22.
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24.

Before the onset of the pandemic, the Commission, pursuant to Nebraska Court

Rules, adopted an Emergency Preparedness Plan. This plan addresses disruptions

to

the

examination, including flooding of the venue, bomb-threats, odors, temperature, and incorrect
setup but does not address communicable diseases, and provides no guidance for the current
pandemic.3e

The Emergency Preparedness Plan does provide for situations concerning an

applicant's illness that arises during the testing but not serious enough to require immediate
medical attention, but the "plan" is limited to moving the applicant closer to the restroom and
contacting the site supervisor.a0

25.

On May 7,2O2O, this Court issued an administrative order modi$ing the

examination schedule.ar This Court ordered an additional examination session to take place in
September 2020 andto split the applicant pool between theJuly and September testing dates. The
assignment of testing date is not appealable, absent good cause shown. Further the Court ordered

that the

". . . Commission shall take into account all State Directed Health Measures

or other

directions of national, state, or local health officials in ensuring the health and safety of examinees,
proctors, and staff during the examinationf.] "+z If theJuly examination is unable to take place, an
additional examination date in October 2020 will replace theJuly 2O2O administration. However,
any delay beyond July 202O ((operatefs] in such a manner as to deny admission to a qualified
applicant for a reason unrelated to the essential purpose of fthe Court's] rules."43

3e

See

ao

Id,. at 8.

Neb. Ct. R.

S3

App'x D

at

Administratiue Ord.er RegardingJuly 2020 Bar Exarninati.on (Neb. May 7 r 2O2O)
Id.
o3
InreMcDonnell 299 Neb. at 297-98.
o2

9

26.

The Commission is currently requiring an array of measures in an attempt to

mitigate the risk of contracting COVID-19, including: following all social distancing guidelines in
the 60 days prior to the exam as recommended by the authorities where the applicant is located,
keeping

a

temperature log in the five days leading up to the exam, required COVID-19 testing prior

to the examination, and wearing a mask provided by the commission during the administration of

the exam. These requirements were disseminated as part of Code of Conduct to Applicants
promulgated by the May 7, 2020, order of this Court.aa Any failure to comply with the Code of
Conduct may be seen as a failure of an applicant's character and fitness, disqualifying said applicant

from admission to the practice of law in Nebraska.a5

27.

OnJune 22,2020, approximately one month before the scheduled examination,

the Commission emailed Applicants that a spike in cases had been reported due to young people
going to bars and restaurants that have reopened.a6 This email included a copy of the current

Directed Health Measures in place in Lancaster County and reminded Applicants that failure to

comply with the DHMs

will raise character and fitness

issues.aT

The Commission chided

Applicants to avoid exposure, as contracting COVID-19 in the weeks before the exam will
disqualiff Applicants from sitting for theJuly administration.a8

28.

OnJune 29r2020, the venue hosting the examination, the Cornhusker Marriott,

notified Applicants who booked rooms at the hotel that it cancelled room reservations during the

aa

E-mail from Stephanie Ferris, Assist. Dir. of Admissions, Att'y Servs. Div. (May 19, 2020,2:46PM) (Infra Exhibit

B, Email
as

2-May19,2020

E-mail from Stephanie Ferris, Assist. Dir. of Admissions, Att'y Servs. Div. (Jun. 26,202O,3:27 PM) (Infra
Exhibit B, Email 3 - June 26, 2020) ( " This is a reminder that failure to follow all health measures will be a character
and fitness issue." Id.).
o6
Id.
47
Id.
o8
Id.
See

10

days of the examination due to fears of spreading the Coronavirus. The

hotelwillbe open to guests

no sooner than August 1,2020, for the same reason. This disproportionately impacts Applicants

from outside Lincoln, Nebraska, along with severely disadvantaging Applicants from far-western
Nebraska and out-of-state Applicants. The Commission urged students

to make other hotel

arrangements and notified Applicants more than 48 hours later of a block of rooms available at
another hotel during the exam.ae

29.

OnJuly 6)202},three weeks before the exam, the Commission emailed Applicants

that they must obtain COVID-19 testing on July 24, 2020, in Lincoln, Nebraska at their own
expense, followed by quarantining and logging symptoms until the beginning of the examination.50

In several emails sent privately to individual Applicants with questions, the Commission noted that
testing in Lincoln was required and may not be conducted at any other time or location.5r This
testing requirement eliminates at least one-half of a day of test preparation for students outside
Lincoln. No information was provided publicly as to whether an Applicant who tests positive can
defer until the September administration or if the Applicant must wait until the February 2021
administration. Additionally, no information was provided as to whether an Applicant who tests
positive may immediately appeal that test due to the possibility of a "false positive" COVID-19
test and still have the opportunity to sit for theJuly 2O2O administration.

ae

SeeE-mailfrom Stephanie Ferris, Assist. Dir. of Admissions, Att'y Servs. Div. (]ul. 7,2020,2:ZoPM) (Infra,
Exhibit B, Email5 -July t,2020).
s0
SeeE-mail from Stephanie Ferris, Assist. Dir. of Admissions, Att'y Servs. Div. (|ul. 6, 2020,4:73PM) (nfra,
Exhibit B, Email 5 - July 61 2O2O)
s1
See E-mail from Stephanie Ferris, Assist. Dir. of Admissions, Att'y Servs. Div. to Undisclosed Recipient (]ul. 6,
2020, 4;24 PM) (Infra, Exhibit B, Email 7 - July 6, 2020)
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30.

In this same email, the Commission also required

a

liability release for Applicants

to sit for the July examination.s2 The release purports to relieve the Commission, this Court, the
Nebraska Health Department, the testing venue, and all agents and representatives of all four from

all liability associated with inherent risks of Applicants) contracting the coronavirus.s3 The
Commission noted that the failure to sign this release byJuly

17

r 2020 would result in deferral of

the examination date.sa However, the Commission notes that: " ff]urther information regarding
testing specifics will be provided to you before July 24th."

5s

This requires that applicants waive

liability for testing specifics that Applicants have no knowledge of. It is still unknown if the release

will be required for the September examination. This deferral negatively impacts Applicants who
have employment offers to begin work before the September administration by forcing Applicants

to choose a risk of contracting COVID-19 or beginning their long-awaited careers. This delay
"operatefs] in such a manner as to deny admission to a qualified applicant for a reason unrelated
to the essential purpose of lthe Court's] rules. "56 The Virginia Board of Law Examiners reversed
course and is no longer requiring a similar liability waiver to be signed by bar applicants there.57

31.

OnJuly 7,2020,the Commission clarified the email of the previous day, noting that

payment of the testing can be waived in some cases upon proper application.5s Further, the email

s2

SeeE-mailfrom Stephanie Ferris, Assist. Dir. of Admissions, Att'y Servs. Div. (Jul. 6, 2020,4:I3PM) (Infra,
Exhibit B, Email 6 - July 6, 2020, Authorization and. Release)
s3
Id.
sa
SeeE-mailfrom Stephanie Ferris, Assist. Dir. of Admissions, Att'y Servs. Div. (Jul. 6, 2020,4:73PM) (nfra,
Exhibit B, Email 6 - July 6, 2020)
5s
Id.
56 In re McDonnell 299 Neb. at 297-98.
s7
See Robert Chang (@KorematsuCtr) Twlrrnn (Jul. 8, 2020,I:44PM),
https://twitter.com/KorematsuCtr/status/t2909251615887687701
Bar Exam Tracker (@BarExamTracker)
TwrrrER (]ul. 8, 2020,9:59 AM), https://twitter.com/BarExamTracker/status/1280879247482068993.

ssSeaE-mailfromCaroleMcMahon-Boies,Administrator,Att'yServs.Div.
B, Email8 -July 7,2020)

l2

[u1.7,2o2Q,4:13PM)(Infra,Exhibit

notes the Nebraska Health Department has "been extremely supportive of our efforts to deviate

from directed health measures . . . " ,tn seemingly contravening this Court's order of May 7 ,2020 .60
The Commission attempted to allay fears of surprise costs associated with the bar exam by noting
that the Commission's expense for food and venue fees have been less expensive than past years,
but these alleged cost savings in food and venue fees have not been conveyed to Applicants. Both
Creighton University School of Law and University of Nebraska College of Law have started funds

to assist Applicants to pay for the surprise

costs.6r Applicants

from other ABA-accredited law

schools may not have access to similar emergency funds.

32.

No information has been conveyed to Applicants as to whether proctors will

be

tested for COVID-19 and masked for theJuly examination.

33.

The Commission's plans, despite its best good-faith efforts, places examinees at

undue risk of contracting or spreading COVID-19 amongst examinees, proctors, and family
members of both.62 This undue risk presents serious concern to Applicants at increased risk

of

severe illness from COVID-19 or who live with or care for immunocompromised and at-risk
persons.63

5e

Id.

60

See supra, note 41.
6'Joshua Fershee (@jfershee) Twtmon (Jul. 8, 2020, 3:01PM),
https://twitter.com/jfersh ee/status11280955092255080448; Richard Moberly (@Richard_Moberly) Twrrron (Jul.
7,2020,8:10 PM) https://twitter.com/Richard_Moberly/status/tz8o 670635732205568.
62
Terry Gross, Amid Confusion About Reopening An Expert Explains How To Assess COI/ID-I7 RrrA, NPR (]une 17,
2020)https:l/www.npr.org/20201061171879255417/ (comparing indoor and outdoor settings and risk of COVID19, where in an indoor setting) the viral aerosolized particles a "person is breathing in that conference room is going
to build up over time. And so) yes, you are going to be a greater risk in that kind of a setting. ").
63
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Coronauirus Disease 2019; Groups at Higher Risk for Seuere Illness (last
updated May 14, 2020) https://www.cdc.gov/coronaviruslz}tg-ncov/need-extra-precautions/groups-at-higher-

risk.html.
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34.

The Commission's mitigation proposals fall short of full protection.

The

Commission's lack of transparency and delay in providing information concerns the Applicants,
who fear a change will delay their careers and exacerbate the substantial hardships currently faced
by the Applicants.

35.
population.6a

COVID-19 is highly infectious. The disease spreads quickly throughout the

The disease transfers through widespread infection among people in

gatherings6s and in areas of prolonged air exchange,66 particularly those indoors.

large

It is for precisely

these reasons that the Governor, through the Health Department, limited gatherings and closed
places of public accommodation.

36.

Local Medical Professionals noted that Nebraska is currently reporting a similar

number of cases that Arizona, Florida, and Texas reported two to four weeks
are now reporting thousands of new cases each day. Along

ago.67

All three States

with the statewide numbers, Lancaster

County, the location of the bar exam, has begun reporting a surge in new cases which is likely to
climb after the Fourth ofJuly weekend.68
37

.

The Commission, only by order of this Court, modified the bar exam administration

in light of these concerns. However, the modifications are insufficient to ensure safe administration

and mitigation of COVID-19's disparate impact on Applicants. The Commission's plan is not

6o

Saira Baloch, et al, The Coronat;i.rus Disease 2019 (COItID-I9) Pandemic,250(4) ToHoKUJ. Exp. Mpn. 271,-278
(2o2o).
6s
Brian McCloskey, et al., Mass Gathering Euenx and. Reducing Further Global Spread of COITID-19: A Political and
Publh Health Dileru.ma, THE LRNcET 39 5, 709 6-7099 (March 2020).
66
Lisa Brosseau, COMMENTARY: CO|/ID-79 Transmission Messages Should Hinge on Science, CIDRAP Nrws
(March 16,2020) https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspectivel2020/03/commentary-covid-19-transmissi
on-messages-should-hinge-sciencel see also Gross, supra note 62.
Bob Rauner, FAcEBooK (u1. 6, 2o20,7:22PM),
https: //www.facebook.com/bob.rauner.9 4 / posts / 2937 47 07 63146462.
67

68

See id.
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supported by public health guidelines or current scientific knowledge of the disease's spread. In

fact, the Commission has noted that it is working with the Nebraska Department of Health to
deviate from the DHMs. Large groups pose a risk to public health, particularly in an indoor
setting.6e While a cloth-mask requirement is intended

virus,

a

to reduce the likelihood of spreading the

cloth mask is insufficient to mitigate the risk of COVID-19 during prolonged periods of air

exchange.To

Applicants are required to use masks provided by the Commission. However, it is

unknown if these masks will be sufficient, whether they will be sized to fit different face shapes
adequately, or even meet current recommendations of health experts.

38.

The requirements create a dire situation for Applicants. Applicants must choose

between risking contracting a potentially dead\' disease (with long-term health implications that
are unknown to the medical community) or delaying their ability to practice law for an unknown

amount of time to safely take the bar exam without risk of infecting themselves or others.

39.

It is unclear when COVID-19 will subside. Research suggests COVID-l9 will persist

in waves.Tl Such uncertainty renders administration of even the September bar exam impractical,
unsafe, and likely to have disparate impacts among Applicants.

6eGross,

su?ra.note62(notingthata longerpresenceindoorswithothersleadstogreaterriskofinfection).
World Health Organization, Advice on the Use of fuIasks in the Contert of COVID-17 (]une 5, 2020),WHO Reference
Number: WHO/2019-nCov/IPC_Maskslzozo.+ (recommending non-medical fabric masks should have a minimum
of three layers of differing materials, and promptly changed when soiled or wet); Center for Infectious Disease
70

Research and Policy, The Osterholm Update: COVID-19: Special Episode on Masks and Science (June 3, 2020)

https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/sites/default/files/public/downloads/special_episode_masks _6.2.20_0.pdf

("currently there is inadequate information to answer critical questions about how well cloth masks protect anyone
from being infected or infecting others. ").
7r
See Sam Whitehead & Carrie Feibel, CDC Director On Modek For The Months To Corne: 'This Virus Is GoingTo Be
I,l/ith Us, 'NPR (Mar. 37,2020), https://www.npr.orglsections/health-shots/2020/031311824155179/
(quoting
CDC Director, Dr. Robert Redfield, on the need to prepare "most likely, for another wave that we would anticipate
in the late fall, early winter where there will stiil be a substantial portion of Americans that are susceptible");
Kristine A. Moore, et al., COI/LD-I9: The CIDRAP Viewpoint - Part 1: The Future of the COtrlID-I9 Pandemic: Lessons
Learnedfrom Pand,emic Influenza, CIDRAP at 6 (April 30, 2020)
https;//www.cidrap.umn.edu/sites/default/files/public/downloads/cidrap-covid19-viewpoint-part1_0.pdf.
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40.

Courts across the country, including the Nebraska Supreme Court,72 recognize

physical safety is of utmost importance during this time. Notably, the Oregon, Utah, and
Washington Supreme Courts granted emergency diploma privilege due to these exceptional,
dangerous, and unjust circumstances. Applicants should never be forced to risk their physical

health and safety, nor that of their families and communities, to take this examination when
emergency diploma privilege is a safer alternative.

D. Emergency Diploma Privilege is necessary to ensure safe, expedient, and equitable
attorney licensure to address exceptional circumstances.

41,. Diploma privilege is sufficient for bar admission.T3

42.

The Nebraska Court Rules regarding admission to the bar, inciuding the bar exam

required by the Rules, "are intended only to weed out unqualified applicants."T4 The Court may
waive any requirement of admission to the bar.75 The Court does "not require a strict application

of our admission rules if, in doing so, it would operate in such a manner as to deny admission to
qualified applicant for

43.

a reason

a

unrelated to the essential purpose of our rules."76

The American Bar Association's accreditation of law schools and the Nebraska

Rules of Professional Responsibility are the state's primary and secondary safeguards against unfit

practitioners. The bar exam filters out only a small fraction of practitioners.TT The OfIice of the

72

See Ad,ministratitse Order RegardingNouel Coronauirus and COI/ID-19 Dzsease (Neb. Apr. 6, 2020); Administathte
Order RegardingNouel Coronayirus and CO\/ID-I? Disease (Neb.June 30, 2020).
73,See
Wis. Sup. Ct. R. 40.03 (t9t9); Order Granting Diploma Privilege and Temporarily Modifying Admission
Practice & Practice Rules, No. 25700-9-630 (Wash. Jun. 12,2020); Order for Temporary Amendments to Bar

AdmissionProceduresDuringCOVlD-lgOutbreak(UtahApr.2I,2020);OrderApproving2020 Attorney
Admissions Process, No. 20-012 (Or.June 30,2020).
In re McDonnell,299 Neb. at 298.
7s
See In re Collins-Bazant,264 Neb. 614, 679,578 N.W.Zd 33 (1998) ("This court has the power to waive the
application of its own rules regarding the admission of attorneys to the Nebraska bar." Id.) .
76
In re McDonnell at297-98.
77
S ee In re Budm an, 27 2 N eb. 829, 7 24 N.W.2d 8I9 (200 6) (stating that:
7a

t6

Counsel for Discipline and this Court sufficiently enforce the Nebraska Rules of Professional
Conduct to protect the public and ensure public trust and accountability in the judicial system. The

current pandemic and hardships experienced by every Applicant negatively impacts candidates
who are otherwise qualified and fit to practice law and are unrelated to the essential purpose of the
rules.78

44.

The requirement to hold a Juris Doctor from an American Bar Association

accredited law school "guarantees to Nebraska clients that Nebraska lawyers possess a certain

minimum understanding of the law, because they have taken basic, core legal courses deemed

'minimally necessary to be a properly-trained attorney.:"7e

fhis

educational requirement is

relevant to determining the applicant's abilities as a lawyer and, combined with the Nebraska Rules

of Professional Responsibility, ensures the continued duty to protect the citizens of Nebraska.s0
The completion of aJuris Doctor from an ABA accredited law school ensures that Applicants meet
the essential eligibility requirements for practice of law.81

"the use of ABA approval as a criterion allows courts to evaluate an applicant's legal education
effectively and expeditiously without imposing a burden on the court's resources, a court must also
ensure that applicants are treated fairly, because any qualification for admission to the bar 'must
have a rational connection with the applicant's fitness or capacity to practice law"').
78
See In re fuIcDonnell at 297-98 (citing In re Budman,272 Neb. 829,724 N.W.2d 819 (2006); In re Brown,270 Neb.
891, 708 N.W.2d 25I (2006); In re Gluckselig, 269 Neb. 995,697 N.W.2d 686 (2005) (Applicants who have attained
an education equivalent to that at an ABA-accredited law school are "otherwise qualified and fit to practice law").
?e
Id. at 298 (citing In re Bud,rnan, 272Neb. 829 In re Brown,270 Neb. 891; In re Collins-Bazant, 254 Neb. 614, 578
N.W..2d 38 (t998)); See In re Doeri,ng,275 Neb. 1004, 751 N.W.2d r23 (2008) ("The ABA's standards are an
appropriate, effective, and objective means of measuring the quality of a law school and provide assurance that
applications to the bar have experienced a generally uniform level ofappropriate legal education. " (internal
quotation marks removed)).
80
See id.. (noting that "an applicant's proof of education is relevant to determining the applicant's abilities as an
attorney. )').
81

See

Neb. Ct. R.

S 3-112.
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45.

The standard articulated in In re McDonnell for waiving the requirements for

admission to the bar are discretionary by virtue of this Court's "sole power to admit persons to the

practice of law in Nebraska and to fix qualifications for admission to the Nebraska bar."82

46.

A super majority of Nebraska law school graduates pass the Nebraska Bar Exam on

of

their first attempt.s3

90.87%

of

University of Nebraska College of Law passed the bar in some jurisdiction.8a

2017 graduates of

20L7 graduates of Creighton

The bar exam therefore "weeds out" just

5%

University School of Law and98.90%

of those who sit for the bar exam. The Commission

is otherwise competent to assess the essential eligibility requirements for the practice of law to
weed out those who are unfit or unqualified to practice law.

47.

Alternatives are insufficient

to

address both these exceptional COVID-19

circumstances and the immediate need for legal practitioners to respond to such circumstances.

48.

An online examination inJuly could mitigate safety concerns related to COVID-19

exposure.85 However, an online examination

would not mitigate the emotional and physical

hardships described herein. It would also raise new concerns on access to reliable technology for

82
Id. See, e.g., In re Budrnan (granting a waiver for requirements for admission to the bar for foreign-educated student
with LL.B. and LL.M. from an ABA-approved law school); Inre Brown, 270 Neb. 891 (granting a waiver of
requirements for admission to the bar granted for foreign-educated student as functionally equal to that of an ABAapproved law school); In re Gluckselig,26g Neb. 995 (granting a waiver of requirements for admission to bar for
foreign-educated student as functionally equal to that of an ABA-approved law school); In re Collins-Bazant,254

Neb. 614 (granting a waiver of requirements for admission to the bar granted for foreign-educated student
functionally equal to that of an ABA-approved law school).
83
First Tirne Eram Taleers and Repeaters in 2019, THE BAR ExAMINER, https://thebarexaminer.org/ZO|Sstatistics /fi rst-time-exam-takers-and-re peater s-in-20l9 I .
8a
See Utiruate Bar Passage, Creighton University,

as

https://law.creighton.edu/sites/law.creighton.edu/files/barjass_report_feb2020.pdf?fbclid=IwARljXzMzldslg38
MohdD-NlwODHWapQeBogBuB_tKLZANbYwHu2TaHinKYQ
Ultirnate Bar Passage,University of Nebraska,
https / /law.unl.edu/BarPa ssage-2} 20.pdPfbclid=IwAR2-XmnCFlrtZZIEIkPTAqIjHH0WObyp6CcGYPXLKQoJZaCSTiHglXhOA.
:

85

Indeed, Indiana, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Nevada provisioned an online examination. Yet, the Commission
failed to facilitate an online examination. It is now unlikely an online examination could be provisioned in time for the
July administration.
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Applicants. Further, an online examination is unable to be transferred

as a valid

UBE score in many

jurisdictions. Moreover, it is too late to pursue this option without adverse impacts on Applicants.

49.
19 exposure.

Furthermore, delaying the examination is unlikely to mitigate the risk of COVID-

Experts have expressed the likelihood of reemergence of the disease in future waves.86

This makes the scheduled September administration equally

as

uncertain and dangerous. Likewise,

delaying the examination would cause community hardships such as delayed employment for
Applicants and

50.

a shortage

of new lawyers at a time when legal counsel is desperately needed.

Extended supervised practice is an insuflicient substitute to bar admission and the

full privileges and responsibilities of a licensed, practicing attorney.

Supervised practice is

unnecessarily burdensome on current practitioners, particularly those engaged in rapid-response
legal services providing access to justice to Nebraskans with the least access to representation.

51.

Moreover, current supervised practice rules

in

Nebraska do not relieve the

requirement of bar passage to obtain attorney licensure. Supervised practice in lieu of full licensure

is an insufficient substitute for graduates of an ABA-accredited law school, who will still

be

required to study for and pass the bar exam in the midst of active client representation facilitated
by the supervised practice rules.

52.

Supervised practice is also insufficient for Applicants whose bar admission is a

prerequisite for military service in defense of the State of Nebraska and the United States.87

86

See Whitehead & Feibei supra)note7l.
E.g. Congratulations on Your Selection For Appointment into the Judge Adulcates General's Corps!, U.S. Arrry Jud,ge
Adyocate General's Corps Personnel, Plans, and. Training Office,
87

https://www.jagcnet.army.mil/Sites/jaro.nsf/homeContent.xsp?open&documentld=48E9FEB4D00CA368S52580
30004229C6 ("fYou] are required to submit your certificate ofgood standing from the highest court ofthe State,
Territory, Commonweaith, or D.C. in the USA." 1/.).
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53.

More importantly, the Commission offers insincere assurance that an expedient,

equitable path to full licensure will be offered should the July and September administrations be
canceled due to COVID-19.

For the foregoing reasons, Applicants pray that this Court grant relief by waiving the bar
exam requirement for admission to the bar for all May 2020 graduates of Creighton University
School of Law and University of Nebraska College of Law, and all other timely applicants of the

July 2020 and September 2O2O administrations of the Nebraska Bar Examination who graduated
from ABA-acmedited law schools, provided that they earned a satisfactory MPRE score and meet
Character and Fitness standards as determined by the Nebraska Bar Commission.

Respectfully submitted,

By'
David W. Sears
8106 North Ridge Dr. E
Omaha, NE 68112

(636) 7s7-4728
DavidSears @Creighton. edu

By,
Jessica Gilgor
604 S. 22nd Street

Apt.1012
Omaha, NE 68102
Jes sica. Gil gor @ gmail.com
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By,

Dave Gottschalk
1113

H Street A2

Lincoln, NE 68508
davidp gottschalk@ gmail. com
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EXHIBIT A
Applicant Impact Statements
Impact Statement 1

"I

have family members who are in

high- risk groups, and I am worried that no matter what

precautions are taken, that it will be possible to contract COVID and infect those that I care about.

However, I did not have the ability to push back my testing date, because loan payments will begin
before

I'm

able to take the test and start my employment and therefore

pay for rent, utilities, etc. I am signing

a

will run out of money to

disclaimer to take the exam because I do not have any other

financial choice but to take the exam, not because I feel that it is safe to take the exam. I would
welcome diploma privilege as relief from the anxiety and stress that this uncertain time has caused
me, while also being mindful that many of my classmates are impacted in much larger ways and
this would benefit them too."

Impact Staternent

2

"Watching the country's response to the COVID-19 situation has left everyone, including
myself, in a state of wonder. Wondering

if the country will

go through another shutdown.

Wondering if there will be a second spike in active cases. Wondering if we are even going to have
a bar exam at all.

The fact that the Nebraska Supreme Court and the Attorney Services Division

administering the examination cannot seem to make up their minds in a way that is conducive to
the students taking the exam is highly frustrating. As I sit here writing this, I know I am not alone

in my feelings to where I am taking the night off in order to protect my mental health from
plummeting.We are in

a

constant state of flux, not knowing from one day to the next if we are even
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going to be able to take an exam we have worked so hard to take. The Nebraska Supreme Court
and the Attorney Services Division waited until the last minute in May to let examinees know a
test was even going to happen. And then told us our preference couldn't be guaranteed. Now, we
are having to sign away liability for possible illness just to take a test to be guaranteed a chance to

start a careerwe have put ourselves hundreds of thousands of dollars into debt for. And then, on
top of that all, you expect us to PAY for

a

COVID-19 test to be performed and leave us with more

questions than answers. Especially when the Test Nebraska initiative allows anyone to garner a
test. Then, you make it mandatory that we have our tests done in Lincoln, when some of us live in
Omaha or, even worse, out of state. As students scheduled to sit for a bar exam, we are watching

other states make changes (diploma privilege, online exams, further delays) wondering when we
are going to be next to make a change. And here we are, three weeks until our scheduled bar exam
and the Supreme Court and Attorney Services Division are making all these changes that are so

limiting and frustrating - making it seem almost impossible to even take the bar exam to begin with
- and making us choose between our health or careers in a time where we should be focusing on the

home stretch. But now, we're now even more stressed out than we were before theJuly 4th holiday.

ttWe are here

-

as fathers, mothers, brothers, sons, sisters, daughters, grandsons,

granddaughters, aunts, uncles, cousins, friends, students, aspiring lawyers - asking for your help.
Please don't make us have to choose between our health or our careers when

it's not something

you would do yourself. Look at all the limitations the courts in Nebraska still have in place through
a

time beyond the scheduled exam. The bar exam violates those court rules that you have in place.

The limitations you are requiring be placed on theJuly 2020 examination are limitations other bar
examinees in other states find to be ridiculous and borderline dangerous. We have worked so hard
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to get where we are at this time and we hope you see that and allow us this one time request for
diploma privilege in these uncertain and incredibly stressful times.

"

Impact Statement 3

"The uncertainty of the pandemic

has been extremely detrimental to my mental health.

The fear of potentially testing positive for COVID-79 after many weeks of studying is terrifying.

I

have been forced to study at home and all throughout my academic studies, both undergrad and

law school I focused best when I was at the library, in a quiet area. I live in an apartment complex
and due to schools being out of session and a large number of people working from home, or laid

off, the noise has been extremely distracting. The bar exam is extremely stressful in times of
normalcy, however this catastrophic world-wide pandemic has increased the stress exponentially.

"

Impact Staternent 4

"I

recently contracted COVID-19 while I was in Lincoln visiting my girlfriend. I showed

some mild flu-like symptoms a few days after I returned. I was joking that I probably had COVID19. On a

whim, I decided to be tested knowing that I probably didn't have it. A few days later, I was

shocked when I heard I had COVID-19. I had recently been in contact with my mother (who has a

lower immune system) and was worried that my mother would contract the virus. Thankfully she
did not.

"My story details how silent this virus

can be. Many precautions are being taken in advance

of the bar exam, but what about when the test takers are outside of the exam location? Tuesday
night, many test takers could contract the virus and bring it with them (unbeknownst) and infect
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the test takers. After the exam, many of us willcelebrate with family members and the possibility
of infecting them is high.

"Every lawyer has had to suffer through the bar exam, but none like the class about to take
the bar exam inJuly 2020. No class has had to worry whether their mother was going to contract
and succumb to COVID-19. No class has had to scrape up money to pay for a mandated COVID19 test before the exam.

No class has had to go through

"The bar exam, as scheduled,

as many hurdles and mandates as us.

is not safe, and people

will contract COVID-19. Have they

warranted the proctors, the workers in the hotel, etc. will social distance and quarantine before the
test. Nope. But will I take the exam? Absolutely. Why would I wait? My employer is depending on
me. The rural citizens of Nebraska are depending on me. I haven't worked for many weeks and

I

need to be licensed as soon as possible to get income flowing.

"Diploma privilege is the safest means at this point, and I suppottit!00%."

Impact Statement

5

"I have always been a mentally healthy person. I anticipated the stresses of bar exam
preparation and was ready for them. However, when COVID-19 came about, my mental health
deteriorated dramatically. I not only have a difficult time even waking up in the morning, but the
sheer fear and dread associated with potentially contracting COVID has caused me to struggle to

focus on studying.

"Due to my husband's work,I cannot study at home since we live in a small house with no
private space for just me. Therefore, I have to go study outside my home and risk exposure every
single day in order to study for the bar exam. I literally have to choose between my own health and
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safety and passing the bar exam each and every day, thus putting my mental health in constant

decline throughout this process. Such decision-making is not conducive to quality studying or
maintaining my personal well-being.

((In

late May andJune I had two essential (non-elective) surgeries that required staying

overnight at UNMC. In the following weeks after each procedure, I constantly lived in fear that I
had contracted COVID-19 and would pass the illness to my husband or his parents) one of whom
is immunocompromised. We needed to help them with various tasks they could not accomplish
alone or with just my husband, and I lived in fear that I would be the reason for my father-in-law's

demise. Since my surgeries,

I

have been required to return for post-operative procedures and

check-ups, and each time I leave the hospital,I have to wait in fear to find out if I contracted and
passed along COVID-19 to my husband. While I knew my surgery and bar preparation would have

to coincide with each other anci would be challenging, I was prepared for both of those events. I did

not, however, anticipate the dread that accompanied my mandatory procedures and follow-up
appointments, nor did I anticipate the continued immense and unavoidable apoplexy that would
follow and disrupt my bar preparation for the next two months.

"Additionally,

I

have ample questions and concerns about the process for the July bar

exam, but nearly every email that has been sent to us applicants flippantly continues to hold over

our heads that our Character and Fitness applications are not decided until after we take the bar
exam. As such,

I am terrified to ask questions, sound critical, or even voice my concerns to the

Commission, which is apparently no longer responsible for our safety throughout the remainder of
this process since wo wore required to sign liability waivers in order to take the exam. I am petrified

that any negativity or criticism on my end will put my character at issue simply for voicing my
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opinions. When the Commission has responded to any of our questions,
chooses to ignore questions completely. That is why I, along

it is short and even

with many of my cohorts, have chosen

to remain anonymous in these statements - for fear of the Commission's backlash and its
withholding of our livelihoods."

Impact Statement 6

((2020

will be ayear that no one forgets. Coronavirus has abeady taken some much away

from graduates this year. There was no in-person graduation or hooding ceremony. There were no

family/friend celebrations. Coronavirus does not and should not take away or hinder our ability to
practice law. Studying for the bar is no easy task and the Coronavirus has not made it any easier. In
fact, the Coronavirus has vastly hindered my ability to study for the bar exam. Both my fianc6 and

I are trying to work/study from home, which

means lots of distractions. Yes

I could go to a

community space to study but then I risk infection which means not being able to sit for the July
exam.

I knew that I would not be working between graduation and the bar exam and I budgeted

accordingly. However,

I

did not budget enough to last until after the administration of the

September exam. Additionally,

*y insurance will lapse at the end ofJuly and I had planned to get

on my employers insurance in August. I will not be able to obtain insurance through my employer

if I am not working full-time. If I were to contract COVID during the administration of the July
exam my start date would be pushed back and I would risk being uninsured with COVID. Yes I can

obtain a short-term insurance plan but that is more expensive and something I did not budget for.
I worry that if I do not pass theJuly exam because

ofthe impact of COVID or the exam is postponed

until September (or October) that I will default on student loan payments. "
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"Further, the lack of transparency with the Bar Commission has caused added stress and
concern. There is no indication of how applicants will be distanced at the hotel, whether those

proctoring the exam will be required to obtain

a negative

test before the exam and/or are required

to quarantine at home. It is difficult to have trust in the system when there are so many questions
that continue to be unanswered.

"

Impact Staternent 7

"I would like to emphasize

the severe setbacks that could occur given the requirement that

students must test negative for COVID-19 within a few days prior to administration of the bar
exam. To my understanding, these would be rapid-response tests. I have doubts as to the accuracy

of rapid tests rather than tests that undergo longer and more thorough procedures. Particularly,I
am concerned about the injustice that could result for examinees whose test results generate false

positives. Examinees have been studying hard for several months, investing time and effort into
being ready to take the exam at a particular time. The rapid-response test creates the possibility

that examinees who do not have COVID-19 (or had COVID-19 weeks or months ago but are no
longer able to spread it) will be denied admission to the exam and forced to delay work as an
attorney until the September administration or even the February administration. I realize why
testing is something the bar commission feels is important. But

I implore you to consider

this

particular consequence, in addition to the many other concerns of my fellow examinees. Obviously
there are many other concerns to be considered - I do not assert that this concern is above others.
I just wanted to get

it into the narrative on the chance that it hasn't yet been discussed. "
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Impact Statement

"I

I

am taking the bar exam in September but my two roommates are taking

it inJu$. I am

concerned about my roommates contracting COVID-19 during theJuly test. Furthermore, I do not
know how we can comply with social distancing measures given that my roommates will move out
after the test. My nearest family is 12 hours away, and I have nowhere to stay in Lincoln if I can't
be around my roommates."

Impact Staternent 9

"The COVID-l9 pandemic heavily impacted my studies during the last semester of law
school and currently hinders my ability

to focus while studying for the Bar exam. I

cannot

adequately prepare while worrying whether I'm subjecting myself to unreasonable and dangerous

health risks just so I can take the Bar exam. Further, for myself and many others not taking the
exam is not an option. If we do not take theJuly

2}2}bar

exam we

will lose our jobs. I never thought

by entering this profession that I would be placed in a situation where I had to choose between my
health and my job. The lack of empathy is disconcerting.

"

Impact Statement 70

"Even under 'normal' testing conditions, this is an inherently stressful time. To be taking
the most important test of our lives during this time takes the stress to an unprecedented level for
all test takers.

"There are three areas of my life that COVID has had a direct and substantial impact on my
ability to study for the bar exam. I have significant concerns about my health and the health of my
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family members. My elderly grandfather has a pre-existing condition impacting his lungs and other
underlying health complications that would make

it difficult for him to survive if he were to

contract COVID. Additionally, the extreme isolation that has resulted from quarantine has caused

unanticipated stress and anxiety that makes it difficult to study and focus. Furthermore, if I had to
postpone taking the exam until it was truly safe to do so, my job offer would be rescinded.

"I believe that the Nebraska Bar Commission and the Nebraska

Supreme Court should

allow 2020 bar examinees and graduates to be granted diploma privilege in the state of Nebraska. I
am uncomfortable and scared to take the bar exam under these conditions. While the mandatory
mask and distance requirements create a safer environment to take the bar exam, allexaminees

will

be in close proximity and indoors for an extended period of time over two days. This significant

risk will be in the back of my mind throughout the entire exam. In addition to being in the same
room, we will be using the same common spaces such as bathrooms. Giving individuals the option

to take the exam at

a

later date does not address the inherently dangerous nature ofconducting an

exam in this format or the practical realities of finding a job. There is no guarantee that the
conditions will be better in September and it is likely that there will be more reported cases at that
trme.

ttThose with pre-existing conditions are effectively required

to

choose between

maintaining their health and safety and taking a test that is required for their employment.

"Finally, courts all across this country, including the Nebraska Supreme Court, are hearing
cases

virtually because it is unsafe to do so in person. The number of people that would have been

present for those hearings are a fraction of the individuals that will be taking and administering the
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bar exam in one r00m. If it is unsafe for the Nebraska Supreme Court to hear oral arguments in
person, it is unsafe for examinees to take the bar exam in person.

Impact Statement

"I

"

LL

am quite sure that studying for the bar examination is always a stressful experience.

However, studying for the bar examination in the midst of an ongoing global respiratory pandemic,
a

breathtakingly toxic political climate, and an ongoing civil rights movement significantly adds to

the stress experienced by test-takers. What's more, the Nebraska Bar Commission has consistently
ignored input from examinees and law school faculty members regarding the administration of the
bar examination, choosing instead to add additional requirements for test takers at every turn.

"Personally, I have found the process of bar preparation to be a profoundly demoralizing
experience. However, that stress is dramatically overshadowed by the additional (and completely
unnecessary) stress that accompanies every new email I receive from the Bar Commission. Each
day brings with it the possibility of additional requirements -- additional tasks, forms, restrictions,

and expectations -- which further disrupt a study routine already crippled by self doubt, self
isolation, and concern for the state of the world.
((I

understand the need to comply with guidance from the health department. I understand

the necessity of social distancing requirements. I understand the logic behind a mask requirement
and the COVID tests.

I understand that the Bar Commission is trying. What I do not understand

is why the bar commission insists on making things harder than they need to be.

"Permitting COVID tests to be taken in Omaha would be a helpful and rational solution.
"Permitting the examination to be taken online would be better still.
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"Permitting examinees to receive emergency diploma privilege in this unprecedented time
would be best.

"

Impact Statelnent 12

"Over the past 3 years of law school, I have admittedly tried to hammer into my head the
mentality that the Bar Commission, the NE Supreme Court, and many Nebraska practicing
attorneys want me to have about the bar exam. The idea being 'regardless of whether the countless
hours of preparation you put into taking the bar exam has anything to do with what you need to
know about actually practicing law, you do it anyway because... well, because you have to. Because
we had

to.'
"Admittedly, this mentality has never rung true to me, but it has never felt more wrong

than it does now, during a global pandemic. No other graduating class has faced uncertainty like
we have faced it. The daily uncertainty of which heightened requirements the Commission is going

to require of us. The daily uncertainty of watching other state bar commissions taking action to
protect their incoming colleagues of the legal profession, but seeing no action from ours. The daily
uncertainty of thinking,

'If I

go get groceries today (taking all recommended precautions, but

seeing few other shoppers do the same)

I could contract COVID.' And if I can somehow skip past

in my mind how this necessary errand could pose dangerous consequences for my roommates and
my family,

I'm

also concerned that, 'As a result of simply going grocery shopping, I could complete

all this studying and not be able to take theJuly Bar Exam because I contracted COVID through no

fault of my own. Not to mention going to get the test done in a location where all my fellow
classmates

will

also be and contaminating everyone
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without even having any symptoms. And who

knows if my future employer will be able to hold my job for me any longer, since this is already a
big burden on them to hire me prior to taking the bar, but especially so during a pandemic? Who
am

I kidding, I couldn't afford to wait to take the next

exam anyway.' These are the thoughts

running through my head on a daily basis any time I leave the house.

"I realize that some of these anxieties and fears have always plagued those who have
attempted to tackle this beast of a bar exam. But many of them are new, and they are legitimate.

"This pandemic

has impacted my mental health greatly.

My therapist has to remind me

how unrealistic these bar exam expectations are at the beginning of each of our Zoom sessions so I

don't blame myself for how terrible studying is going.
"This pandemic

has impacted my finances.

I have worked part time since graduation even

though most attorneys I talked to advised studying full time. I decided against their advice, even
though

I

knew

another loan.

I

it was not in my long-term

best interests because

I didn't want to take out yet

decided this because something could happen with my future employment as a

result of the pandemic. Companies are closing down or laying employees off every day.

"This pandemic

has impacted my family

in countless ways. My amazing sister works as a

nurse at UNMC treating COVID patients. And my brave brother joined the military recently. He

wanted a way to help pay his tuition and student loans, since he was laid off from his other
employment

"If

as a

result of the pandemic.

the Commission and the Supreme Court choose to grant flexibility about the bar exam

during this unprecedented time, it wouldn't erase all of the mounting problems of the pandemic.
But it would demonstrate a strong example for the rest of Nebraska's legal community. It would
reflect that although things will never be the same, there are actions we, as the legal profession,

a1

))

won't hesitate to take to keep each other

safe and wholly healthy when we have a say in the matter.

ChiefJustice and Members of the Court, you have a say in the matter. I respectfully and strongly
urge you to take action.tt

Impact Statement 13

"Like many 3Ls, COVID upended my academic, professional, and personal life in ways I
never could have imagined. We left for spring break and never stepped foot in a classroom again.

The loss of milestones like hooding seems trivial in comparison to the sudden deprivation of the
support network we relied on for the last three years, the absence of a structured classroom
environment, compounded by the unanticipated adaptation of integral skill-based classes that were
designed for courtrooms instead of zoom-lectures. Like a lot of my classmates, I worked full-time

in addition to finishing a full-time course load, and the culmination of my academic career and
entrance into my professional career hinged on my ability to perform the same deadlines equally as

effectively from my living room couch. Unlike a lot of my classmates, I was lucky enough to have
a

quiet place to study, and I don't know how many of my fellow students managed to balance equal

or greater workloads

as

well as they did under those circumstances. That said, the isolation that

made this semester manageable took an enormous toll on my mental health, and substantially
impeded my ability to prepare for the most important examination of my life from the outset. I can
count on one hand how many of my classmates I have seen in five months,I cannot track how many

I never got to see before they moved away to study for their respective bar exams. The irony is not

lost on me that we were denied a graduation for (very legitimate) safety reasons, yet the first
reunion with my class will be under circumstances of an examination that feels completely out of
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our control. A choice between our physical safety and our ability to earn a living (not to mention
insurance coverage, which many of us will otherwise lose) is no choice at all. If the legal profession
thinks that a grab-bag multiple choice test is a better indication of our abilities as attorneys than our
demonstrated capacity to graduate in the midst of a global pandemic, adjust the entirety of our

academic and professional routines

in our final semester, in addition to

meeting familial

obligations, applying for jobs in the absence of legal licenses (or assurances of testing conditions),
moving out of state, all the while facing looming financial student loan debts, paying thousands of

dollars for bar prep courses that we are left to self-administer, and being reminded that COVID

restrictions arc a character and fitness issue (meanwhile the only bar we've left the house for
involved trips to a notary), they are unaware of the magnitude of what our class has accomplished
so far.

tt

Intpact Statement

('2020

1.4

has been a trying year. From classes abruptly being moved online to the entire

world

shutting down amidst 540,000 global deaths to date to civil unrest worldwide,.this year has been
nothing but complicated and has required leaders to act in

a

positive and progressive manner. Some

of their actions have been helpful, but many have been unbelievable disappointments. Among the

disappointing actions has been the Nebraska legal community;s ,esponse. There have been no
concessions given by the Nebraska Supreme Court

or the Nebraska State Bar Association,

excepting the opportunity to remain senior certified for a longer period of time. Time and time
again, the

future attorneys of Nebraska have requested empathy and understanding, whether that

be through the granting of diploma privilege or some provisional practice
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ofthe law until a bar exam

can be safely administered and examinees can effectively study (e.g., without fear of family
members being sick, without spending time with dying loved ones, or without worrying about how

the increasing civil unrest will affect overall futures, etc.). However, those requests have been left
unheeded while examinees suffer sickness and death, both within their family and friend groups.

Empathy is said to be a cornerstone of the legal community, yet it appears that empathy does not
apply to those already within its ranks.

"Each examinee today has been backed into a corner with no choice but to subject
themselves and their loved ones to sickness or potential death due to COVID-19. Many examinees,

like myself, also have employment tied to the passage of the July bar exam. Without taking the
exam, we would be out of jobs

in an ever-worsening legal job market. The

stress of finding

worthwhile employment combined with the current state of the nation is immense, and is far more
than any other examinee has ever dealt with before. With this clear understanding, Nebraska's
response has been to enact a mandatory liability waiver and COVID-19 test, which has shown how

little the Nebraska Supreme Court and Bar Association cares for its future attorneys. In no way has
the bar exam ever been subject to so much uncertainty or additional requirements, such as spending

more money attempting
communities, or signing

a

to get a COVID-19 test, watching civil unrest within our own

liabilitywaiver in the likely case we get sick during the exam. The liability

waiver itself shows that examiners understand the danger posed by having aJuly bar exam. So why
continue to hold the bar exam? Why risk the lives of Nebraska's future attorneys and their families,
especially if they live with members of their family? Instead of working with its future attorneys,
Nebraska has continuously worked against them - setting up hurdle after hurdle and deliberately
creating an unsafe environment that none of us have a choice but to enter into. The best course of
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action for Nebraska to take now would be to postpone the bar exam

untilit

is safe to take

it and to

grant a temporary diploma privilege for those graduates of ABA accredited law schools so that we
can freely practice and keep employment. Such action is entirely against the Nebraska Supreme

Court's and Nebraska State Bar Association's desires, but the current environment we all live in
requires it. The well-being, both financial and physical, of Nebraska's future attorneys requires it.

And, most of all, the Nebraska legal community requires it because thus far its actions have done
nothing but alienate an entire class of attorneys who were monumentally let down during a great
time of need."

Inpact Statement 15
" Studying for the bar exam is bound to be a stressful time, but this stress should not include

the fear that we will contract COVID-19 during the administration of the exam. I am hopeful that
my fellow applicants are abiding by the social distancing and safety guidelines set out by the NSBC.

However, there is no guarantee that the other individuals that we will be in proximity to, such

as

proctors and hotel staff, will be abiding by these same guidelines. Further, as the Marriott is no
longer accepting hotel guests during the dates of the exam, the examinees who must stay in a hotel
are now spread out among other hotels in Lincoln, exposing themselves to even more individuals
whose COVID-19 status is unknown.

t'I

appreciate the measures the NSBC has implemented

to make testing safer for

examinees. Mandatory mask wearing does decrease the risk of transmission, but as new evidence

of airborne

transmission

of the virus, especially in closed rooms with air conditioners,

a)t

is

discovered, it is apparent that the only way to effectively prevent transmission is by avoiding iarge
gatherings.

"The ability to defer to a later exam date is not a viable option. First, there is no guarantee
that the situation will have improved by the date of the next exam. There are still active cases in
Nebraska. While we are not seeing the spike that many other dtates are experiencing right now,
there is no guarantee that cases will not increase as businesses continue to reopen. The situation in
the fall could be the same as it is today, if not worse. Second, for many applicants like myself, the

financial strain of being unable to begin full-time work as an attorney until later than planned is too
great. Going into my final year of law school I was aware that I would not be working during the

time between graduation and the bar exam and budgeted accordingly. The thought of taking the
exam this month while the pandemic is largely uncontrolled is uncomfortable and anxietyinducing, but I am not financially able to delay full-time work until after the administration of

a

September exam.

"It

is unreasonable for examinees to be forced to make the decision between acting in the

interest oftheir health or oftheir future careers. "

Impact Statement 16

"Not super impactful regarding studying

because Themis is

ali oniine for me an).vyay.

However, the additional restrictions constantly coming up and being put on us to complete prior

to being able to sit for the exam is constantly taking away from my studying and increasing my
stress level and having an impact on my mental health as I do not handle stress as well as I should.

I'm barely finding time to study and get through the vast amount of material I need to review prior
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to the exam and the constant interruptions and requirements I have to fulfill due to the coronavirus
pandemic to sit for the exam is becoming burdensome and disadvantageous.

"

Impact Statement 17

"I

am considered a high risk patient for

COVID, and have had to move home to

save money

while studying for the bar. Instead of being able to work while studying to offset costs, I have been
isolated in western Nebraska since May. It is incredibly stressful to begin with, and the lack of real

help, consideration or even real communication from the Bar Commission isn't helping.

It

all

sincerely makes me question coming home to practice law. "

Impact Staternent 18

('I first want to start by saying that I am afraid of backlash from
Nebraska Bar Commission.

It

speaking out against the

has been made abundantly clear that our Character and Fitness

decisions are made after the administration of the bar. This makes it impossible for students to
voice legitimate concerns over the health and safety of the administration of the exam for fear that
they will be unable to practice law. At this point, I have sunk over $1OO,0OO into a legal career that
is being held ransom by the NCBE and the NSBC. I have been asked to choose between taking an
exam which allows me to begin paying back my debt OR exposing myself to a virus that has already

killed 130,000 Americans and over half

a

million individuals worldwide. I have never had a ticket

or been arrestedl I have never been fired from a job. I am a law-abiding, rule-following person.
However, I must speak up for inequity when I see it; this is what law school has taught me. Please
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do not make me choose between a career helping others and my family's physical health and my
own mental and physical wellbeing.

t'I

am from out-of-state, and rny immediate family are all essential workers. I have spent 4

months alone in my apartment here in Lincoln worrying about their health and wellness. I worry
that my parents (who are in the high risk category) and my sister will come down with COWD and
need immediate medical attention. This causes me immense worry and stress as

I would need to

travel 14 hours to be with them and to give them aid. This stress and worry has caused me to lose
sleep, forget to eat, have panic attacks, and cry often.

I even

reached out to administration at the

law school to ask for help. I decided to come to Nebraska to study law because Nebraskans were
empathetic and kind individuals, the law school was supportive, and I knew I would get a great
education. However,

I

have been deeply disappointed by the callous response and lack of

communication from the Nebraska Bar Commission and the Nebraska Supreme Court. While

other states are advocating for the health and well-being of their law students (and future legal
professionals), Nebraska has remained silent. We are taught to zealously advocate for clients and
pursue justice. I feel there has been no advocacy and NOJUSTICE here.

"The bar examination is supposed to

be an exam which tests "minimum competencytr in

the legal profession. However, this year, it will be a test of who has the strongest immune system,
the resources to study from home, the environment conducive to study, and the ability to disregard
the many distractors that are occurring outside our door. This year, it is inequitable.

"We students

have had to face hardships unknown to other graduating classes. Yes, the

2008 class faced a crippled economy and fear of losing their jobs while they studied for the exam.
However, we are facing a crippled economy, a renewed civil rights movement, political unrest, and
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a global pandemic. Each of these stressors alone is enough to distract a student from studying.

However, all four taken together have caused undue hardship to many students studying for the
bar exam. I must decide whether the health of my family and myself are more important than the
legal education I have received. I will lose my health insurance on July 31st and worry that I will
come down with COVID-19 as a result of attending theJuly bar examination. If I refuse to sign the

waiver and refuse sit inJuly, then I lose my job (which is contingent upon bar passage) and the only

way to begin slowly paying back my crippling debt.

I am put between

two impossible choices.

Further, I must worry about whether I can pass, given all of the distractions that we have faced
over the past few months of studying. Despite studying for over eight hours every day, my brain is
so overwhelmed that

I cannot recall information.

"I implore you to acknowledge our struggles

and to find an equitable way to determine our

'competency.'The bar examination is not it this year.

I

do not ask that you give us diploma

privilege. I understand that it is generally looked at with suspicion among legal professionals who
had to take the bar. However, I urge you to consider other options, such as allowing us to practice

with supervision until the COVID-19 crisis has ended. Ultimately, you have the power to embrace
the displaced and unduly burdened 2020 class or to alienate an entire class of law students. Please
remember, tthe law must be stable, but it must not stand still.' -Roscoe Pound."

Intpact Statement 19

"In

early March my four children's schools cancelled in person classes. Since that time

there have been no childcare providers or camps available for me to send my children to. My
husband is the Vice Chairman for our Tribal Council, the chairman for our Tribe's pandemic task
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force, and is also an essential worker (law enforcement). For the most part, he must work outside
of our home. As a result, while studying for the bar exam I have had to take on the lion's share of
childcare responsibilities.

"Not only am I required to study for the bar exam primarily at home while taking

care

of

my children (which is definitely not an environment conducive to quality bar prep), but I also have

anxiety about our increased financial burden because all meals and entertainment must now be
solely provided at home. I had planned to work up to ten hours per week while studying but am
unable to because I cannot leave my children at home unsupervised. We cannot have any family
members help us due to the risk of potentially exposing one another to COVID-19. Additionally, I
have to manage the stress and anxiety my children are dealing with during this time. They are
confused and isolated because they are unable to see friends or family, have not been able to attend

school, and cannot participate

in regular summer

recreational activities. Even our seasonal

ceremonial and cultural events have been cancelled.

"I

live in

a

tribal community with a large population of vulnerable tribal members with high

health risks. My family is very careful about minimizing our chances of being exposed to COVID79 for our own safety as well as for the well-being of our community. The stress of studying for the

bar exam, in addition to dealing with the burdens that COVID-19 has placed on our country and
families is overwhelming. On top of the already extraordinary difficulties the pandemic has placed

on studying for the exam, I will now have to drive four hours roundtrip to Lincoln just four days
before the bar exam to get tested for COVID-19. The extra precautions required to sit for the bar,
coupled with the risk of possible exposure to COVID-l9 associated with traveling to the testing

site, staying in Lincoln, and taking the test in an enclosed space for several hours with so many
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people places additional stress upon, and largely inconveniences, those already struggling during
this time.

"Granting diploma privilege would enable me to keep my family and community

safe,

minimize the stress my family is under, and allow me to begin earning a salary working from home
for the law firm with which I have secured employment."

Impact Statement 20

"COVID-19 has impacted my bar preparation significantly. Due to COVID concerns, I had
to leave my home and move in the middle of the summer, greatly impacting my study time. I had
to find a new place and make major life adjustments due to the virus. There have also been many
mental health concerns. The existence of COVID and the increasing likelihood that I or a loved
one will contract

it adds stress onto the already

extremely stressful summer of bar prep. The

conditions we are being asked to take the bar exam under are unfair, unethical, and shows a lack

of

empathy and compassion from the bar examiners. We have been forced to choose between our job
and our health. Employers have pressured us to take theJuly bar exam. They do not want to wait
any longer than necessary to have

a

full time attorney working for them. Many of us would not have

gotten job offers if we decided not to take theJuly bar, and most of us will be fired if we do not take

theJuly bar. For most of us, September, or waiting until February, is not an option. By continuing

to host the July bar, the Nebraska Bar Association has enabled our employers to force us to take
the July bar, which puts us all at a higher risk of contracting the virus. There are bar takers who are

immunocompromised, have asthma, live with high-risk families members, and dozens of other
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situations that make it risky for them to be in

a

room with over 100 people. But the pressure to take

theJuly bar leaves us with no choice.
ttThere have also been many added barriers to taking the Nebraska
bar. We were more or
less forced to sign a waiver agreement. We have to keep a temperature log five days before the bar

exam, when thermometers are sold out at nearly every store. We must travel to Lincoln the Friday

before to take a COVID test, even though many of us (including myself) do not live in town. That

COVID test costs additional money, and many test takers can barely afford to live through the
summer and pay for the bar as is. For some test takers, this Friday requires them to come into

Lincoln three days early, and pay to stay additional nights in a hotel. Staying at a hotel has been
ranked as a "high risk" activity, and test takers from out of town have to stay a minimum of two
nights in a hotel, more if they need to arrive early for a COVID test. One of the most frustrating
and unjust aspects of this is that the Nebraska Bar can make whatever rules they see fit, they can
change as many dates as they like, and they can charge us whatever they decide, because we have

no other option. This is true regardless of whether we take the exam inJuly or September.

"Even if we ignore the fact thatJuly is really the only option, the September bar is not any
better. Cases continue to rise across the country and Nebraska has not taken many of the
recommended procedures. We're seeing thousands of new cases per day with no sign of slowing
down. Waiting one month, which might have seemed helpful in May orJune, is clearly not going

to be enough time. The numbers and statistics have changed, but the Nebraska Bar Examiners'
plans have not.

It's time to consider the health, both physical and mental, and safety of Nebraska's

test takers. It is fundamentally unfair and unjust to make test takers risk their lives to take this test.

There has been a consistent lack of understanding and empathy from the bar examiners. I was
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hoping to soon be entering a profession that prides themselves on helping others, for providing

important representation, and one that shows compassion to the individuals we serve. Based on
the actions of the Nebraska Bar Examiners,I do not feel like I am entering that profession."

Irnpact Statement 21

"COVID-19 has affected my life in three main ways, and has caused an extraordinary
amount of additional stress during bar prep. First, my fianc6 and I had to move our wedding due to

COVID-19 and throughout the summer have had ongoing complications with the changing
circumstances. We very recently decided to limit our wedding to immediate family to prevent any

possibility of the spread of covid for our guests. This has created
top of an already stressful time. Second, my fianc6 works at

a

a

lot of extra stress and worry on

prison and my sister, who lives with

us, is a pharmacy technician. Both have to go to work daily and are exposed to COVID. I have been

isolating at home since March and very rarely go out since I have a higher risk of contracting the
disease. However,

it has caused

me an immense amount of anxiety thinking that if one of them

contracts the disease before the test date, it means that I would not be able to sit for the exam, even
though I have done everything I was supposed to do. Additionally, if I am unable to sit for the exam,

it is likely I will lose my job offer, be unable to afford rent, utilities, etc. Third, I have had a family
member contract COVID in the last few months, and she was in the hospital on a ventilator for a

month due to complications. This was incredibly difficult to experience while attempting to
memorize as much as possible before this test. On top of the already stressful time having to study

for the bar exam, we have had to deal with the global pandemic and social upheaval in our
communities. We have additional stresses not experienced by previous examinees, and
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it is all

magnified by the potential risk that we may be exposed to COVID during our exam period. For
some of us

with pre-existing conditions, that could be life threatening. It is almost impossible to

put into words how anxiety-inducing the last two months have been for bar examinees and how
unfair the conditions are for current testing.

It is silly to expect

us to utilize the mental health

resources available to us once we become lawyers if the state of our mental health goes unnoticed

while trying to become licensed.

"

Impact Statement 22

"Studying for the bar exam during the pandemic has been a challenge. Not only have I had
to adapt the study habits that have worked for years to be at home, but I have also had to do that

while knowing that any day between now and the exam, it could be cancelled or delayed. I have
resigned myself to the fact that I may not be licensed until2027.

"I

am also dealing with the constant anxiety about the state of the world. I would be lying

if I said I wasn't afraid of COVID-19. I am afraid of catching it during the bar and being unable to
work even longer than I have. I am afraid of catching and facing lifelong complications. I am afraid
of passing it on to someone I love. The truth is we don't know what this disease does to the human
body. Young people are dying. People are sick for months. Previously healthy individuals now have
lungs that look as if they had been smoking for 50 years.

"But what other choice do I

have? Making the 2020 class of test takers choose between

their health and their career is unconscionable. Where is the empathy? There is no real "choice"
here. Most aren't working, and many can't start until after they take or pass the bar-myself
included. We are running out of money. After going tens (or hundreds) of thousands of dollars in
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debt for school, applying for the bar, paying thousands for bar prep, we are now being asked to pay

for testing. I am fortunate to not have to arrange a hotel for this, but many are not. Asking people
to come to Lincoln five days before the test and quarantine there until the exam will cost hundreds
more

"Further, the act of going to get tested puts us at risk.

I have taken quarantine very

seriously, and the thought of going somewhere with people who think or know they have COVID19 is

terrifying.

"This
as

is a profession I previously held in very high regard. I have wanted to be a lawyer

for

long as I can remember. However, seeing how bar examiners have treated test takers in Nebraska

and around the country has made me rethink my decision. Diploma privilege is the only equitable

solution.

"

Impact Statenent 23

"'Dad,

can

I tell you an interesting fact about Africa?', my oldest daughter

asks me after

I've settled down in a makeshift desk on my bed to read another bar prep outline. I'm supposed to
say, no, right?

It's hard to say no. It's hard to explain to two kids that their

dad can't see them or

play with them for eight hours per day, every day for two months, when he's right there. Itts just
hard.

"And I understand. The bar exam isn't supposed to be easy despite the
single bar prep company reassuring every single graduate that

assurances of every

it's only a test of minimal

competence. Every single lawyer who has had to take the bar exam has complained. There's

nothing new. Every year, every law school graduate believes that he can't do it this year. Every
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year,I'm sure, law school graduates explain why their situation
past. And

I understand the hesitancy to determine

is different than it has been in years

that this time,

it really is different

and do

something about it.

"But it

"I'm

is.

sitting here typing this while my youngest daughter is attempting to take a nap. My

oldest daughter is in the room next to me, playing. I can hear every word she is saying, and she's

talking pretty softly. My wife, their mother, just worked a 12-hour shift as a nurse and is trying to
go to sleep. And

it would be nice to have a few hours of silence to review an outline,

answer

questions, or write an essay. But as soon as I start reading another question about partnerships or
about family law, I know someone with a little voice will ask me for help to dress a Barbie or get a
snack down. And that brief time will make

it hard to focus for the next assignment or the next

question.

ttWhen I signed up for law school, I knew the culmination of law school is the bar exam. I
had a plan. I studied in the library all throughout law school. It was nice and quiet. I could get my

work done. But that's impossible now. If I needed to get work done when my wife was working, I
could have a playdate for my kids or have someone watch them. But I can't really do that now. So

I'm studying in a two-bedroom apartment with two kids constantly
and even when they're on their best behavior,

here. And even at their quietest

it is impossible to do the work that I could do in the

library.

"I

could go on and on about how tough it is to get anything accomplished when there are

two kids running around, begging for your attention. I could tell you everything you wanted to
know about how to plan out the bar prep videos in a day so that the lectures can fit within a nap
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time. I could send you detailed blocks of my time that I)ve set up so that I can write a practice MPT
after I put the kids down for bed. I could tell you exactly how to watch a lecture on your phone and
how to do multiple choice practice questions on your phone because the internet is so poor in your

apartment that the children can't watch a Disney movie to give you time to catch up on where

you're supposed to be in the bar prep course and you have to use the data on your phone.

"But ultimately, that doesn't matter. These

"I

are the choices

I've made.

could tell you about diploma privilege. I could cite to the relevant law review articles

about how it's been applied. And the eflicacy of the program. And whether it's appropriate here.

But ultimately, that decision is out of my hands. And those articles and studies are there whether

I

provide them or not.
((What

does matter is this: In about three weeks,

I'm

going to drive down to Lincoln to take

the most important test of my life. One that's been looming over me for three years. One that I've
been preparing for, really, since August of 2077. And my biggest concern
exam. My biggest concern is that

I'm

isn't what I score on the

going to get COVID-19 from one of my fellow grads or from

someone administering the exam in some capacity, and

I'm

going to get my kids sick. Because

they're young enough and have been relatively healthy, we don't know if they have an underlying
condition that will be exacerbated from this. And every single question that I get right or wrong
pales

in comparison to my responsibility as a parent to them, to keep them safe. Ultimately,

regardless of how

I do on the exam or when I take it, what matters is, my children. "
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Impact Statement 24

"The requirements and conditions of the July 2S-29 exam burden and disadvantage all
examinees where I would suggest that almost all have no true choice of whether or not to sit. I have

no choice because my job offer and finances require me to take the July Bar exam and necessitate

choosing the Bar over personal health. The nature of the pandemic and the Board's honest
attempts to alleviate potential exposure and risk still disadvantage examinees, as wearing a mask

during the entirety of the exam may have a negative impact on performance on many, including
myself, where I have breathing issues.

It is also worrying that all these months of studying may

result in not being able to take the exam inJuly due to a positive or false-positive COVID test result

through no fault of my own and result in financial hardship and loss of an otherwise-obtained job
(especially in the uncertain legal market onset by this pandemic).

It is apparent that the vast

majority of first time test takers in Nebraska pass the bar exam and the concern of "minimum
competence" (arguably students graduating from an accredited law school indeed have already
demonstrated this) is overshadowed by the reality of this situation. Cancelling the exam for
September does not address the financial impact nor the potential prolonged COVID health
concerns.

I

ask

for consideration of granting diploma privilege; or in the alternative a lowered

required UBE score to pass (although this does not address the risk oftesting positive and not being
able to take theJuly bar).

"

Impact Staternent 25

"I

am excited to take and pass the bar exam. My law school experience and my current

preparation suggest, statistically, that I will perform well. However, I do not want to take this exam
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now. I am ready. I have busted my tail preparing. I want to get this over with and jump into the
practice of learning to serve my fellow Nebraskans. But I should not. Nor should I be forced to

right now. And if not now, then not ever. Postponement would not only prejudice me later, but
also any clients I would have to abandon at that point to reacclimate to an exam that tests law largely

irrelevant to the bulk of my anticipated Nebraska state law practice.

"The Commission must not feel as though its duty to the public of safeguarding the
community from malpractice will in any way be breached by making appropriate circumstantial
accommodations. First, there are already safeguards for our community in place, gates well kept

by the courts, the laws, and not the least of which, ABA-accredited degrees. Second, the most
relevant aspect of tending to admission is not whether we know the Rule against Perpetuities but
rather whether we possess the character and fitness this field demands. Lawyers do not injure the

community or damage the field's reputation by forgetting antiquated federal common law (which
can and should always be easily researched anyhow). They endanger this profession when they
choose to act out of accord with proper character and fitness. Regardless, it is unfortunately ironic

that the most important gatekeeping function of admission to the practice (character and fitness)
is currently imposing the exact detriment on the community that the gate is designed to prevent.

For example, just today several articles ran locally about the shortage of adequate COVID-19
testing supplies and the backlogs on test results.
community to part with

a

It is unfortunate that requiring the Lincoln

hundred-some test kits onJuly 24willdeprive other residents (who seek

testing because they actually have symptoms) of those tests, and further burden the backlog on

their test results. How unfortunate it would be if in the rush to push an extra hundred or so tests
through the already-taxed Lincoln infrastructure were to result in a legitimately symptomatic
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resident being denied timely results that could save their life.

It

seems as though

that would

certainly taint the legal profession in the community's image more grievously than were I to forget
the Rule against Perpetuities some day.

"I

appreciate that the Commission is dutifully working to ensure that a select group of

examinees can safely participate in the exam. However,

I am afraid that such measures miss the

bigger picture. Frankly, if last-minute liability waivers strike the Commission as necessary, perhaps

it is a good indication that what the Commission is doing poses a high risk. Indeed, it

does. But

mitigating liability is unnecessary. Diploma privileges and careful scrutiny of the character and
fitness of our applicants would negate the need for such extreme measures.

"Further, suffice it to say that I concur and sympathize with the other testimonials which
have but only scratched the surface of the personal struggles we are all facing in these unique times.

In this most-stressful time of bar-prep, I should be embracing my family, girlfriend, and friends.
Instead,

I

have abandoned them. In fact,

I

am so paranoid about getting sick at this point, and

consequently losing my job offer, that when my father showed up unannounced at my house
recently to deliver a care package, I nearly yelled at him to get out of the house and get a mask.
That is the antithesis of normal behavior for me, and it was a wake-up call that the risks associated

with this exam will-and indeed already have-impacted my ability to prepare for this exam in

a

healthy way.

('In the event that the Commission continues to find necessity in delivering the exam, at
the very least it is fair to offer a reduced passing score, or modification of the curve somehow, to
account for the fact that this year's exam will undoubtedly reflect the realities of many personal
struggles that underscore otherwise dutiful bar-prep. Honestly I do not say that for my own benefit,
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but for those classmates of mine whose concerns and personalchallenges at this point weigh more
heavily on them than my own do on me. However,I want to log that option here, as I suspect most
students will disregard the point since it seems inherently and particularly self-serving.

"Regardless,

I

want to lastly address one issue of concern related to the suspended

character and fitness reviews. Certainly the Commission is aware of the chilling effect it has had

on many applicants. While undoubtedly well-intentioned to ensure the safest possible testing
environment for all applicants, the suspension has in fact caused many applicants to be fearful of
raising legitimate questions about the exam and its circumstances for fear of "raising flags" as to

their character. For example, we have not been told how many applicants there will be; how the
recently-announced mandatory test will be conducted; how false positives may be challenged
(some tests are known to have a15%FP rate); what the fate of legitimate positive-tested applicants

will be; what testing conditions will be like; what safety

measures the proctors are taking, etc.

These are just a few of the many legitimate questions test-takers have, but which applicants are

currently discouraged from seeking answers to. The best solution to this concern is to grant
permanent diploma privileges, subject to adequate character and fitness screening, which would
preclude the necessity for addressing many of these issues.

"I write this testimonial not because

I am not legitimately excited to take and pass the exam,

but because I feel that it is selfish and irresponsible for me to do so. However, when forced to
choose between my physical and emotional health (and the health of those around me) on one

hand, and my entire contingent career on the other, of course

I am forced to choose my

career.

Personally, I do not feel that the choice is necessary. I do not believe that it adequately serves the
purposes of ensuring

a

high rcgardfor the legal profession, or of protecting Nebraska residents. To
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me, the forced decision seems to work to the contrary. Thank you for your consideration during

this unprecedented time.

"

Impact Statement 26

"Our nation is in the worst

phase of the worst pandemic in 100 years. The Class of zOzO

graduated into the worst economic recession since the Great Depression. The nation is in political
and social turmoil. At

a

time when other states are granting diploma privilege, moving the bar exam

online, considering lowering bar exam score requirements, or otherwise accommodating their
students, the NebraskaBar Commission is running in the opposite direction. Almost every day,
the class of 2020 receives an email posing additional requirements on examinees.
" Setting aside the fact that the bar exam has

virtually no correlation to one's success

as an attorney,

a racially discriminatory impact and

has

it is infuriating that bar commissioners

are

intent on administering this meaningless exam when inequities are further exacerbated by
disproportionate access to study locations, potential COVID-19 contraction and underlying health
conditions, increased burdens on parents with spouses and children, mental health issues affecting
even the most resilient individuals, and countless other discrepancies. So far, the Nebraska Bar

Commission's only acknowledgement of these concerns is (t) A mandatory disclosure of private
healthcare information following a COVID-19 test with an additional $150 cost to students, and

(2) a mandatory waiver in which we discard our rights to raise legitimate concerns if we contract
COVID-19 during

a

two-day exam spanningT2 hours in a room with over 200 people. COVID-19

tests have been shown to have both false positives and false negatives. To any other citizen,maybe

this is not a great risk. To a bar examinee in Neblaska in 2020, a false positive or a positive test for
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an asymptomatic individual renders two months of studying 0n a program which cost $2,000
essentially useless, jeopardizes employment opportunities by postponing the ability to practice by
at least one month, and subjects students to anxiety and stress that they may not test negative in

time for the September exam either.

"The greatest irony in all of this may be the fact that the Nebraska Bar Commission felt the
need to send an email containing a veiled threat to examinees who fail to properly social distance,

while at the same time securing a self-described "deviation" from Lancaster County's directed
health measure to host the exam in violation of current indoor occupancy limits in the first place.

The lack of empathy and reason from the Nebraska Bar Commission throughout this pandemic has
soured my view of the legal profession and made me skeptical that those in power truly have the
best interest of Nebraska's attorneys in mind. I hope that the Bar Commission and the Nebraska
Supreme Court realize that the burdens placed on the Class of 2020 are extraordinary and require
an extraordinary response. The

justification that "I took the bar exam,

so

you have to, too" is frankly

juvenile, and in the current environment, dangerous.

"I implore the Nebraska Supreme Court and the Nebraska Bar Commission

to grant

diploma privilege to the Class of 202O.Inthe alternative, it is fully within the Court's powers to at

least move the exam online, decrease the score requirement, or use more testing locations to
decrease the risk

of infection. The Class of 2020 will not forget how we have been treated

throughout this process. However, there is still ample opportunity to make proper decisions to
protect the safety of

ZOZO examinees and

to maintain the legitimacy of a legal community that we

all hope to help prosper and advance, if we are only given the chance.
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"

Impact Statement 27

"Much like many of the Class of 20 20,Ihave been extremely affected by Covid-19.
ttI haven't been able to see or interact
with my family at all since lockdown occurred,

as

my

two youngest brothers as well as my father are all at high risk of COVID-19 complications. As they

live out of state, I have not been able to see them in person or engage with them in any meaningful
way since I last saw them in December. Having a good support system is invaluable to studying for
the Bar and not being able to even see my family in person has been extremely disheartening and

difficult to cope with. By forcing examinees to take the exam in the current conditions, it will delay
seeing them even longer, as

I will be forced to self-isolate for at least two weeks following the

administration of the exam. Taking the exam at a later date does not alleviate these concerns and

will force me to travel across state lines and potentially have to stay in a hot zone state.

"I have also had a close relative die yesterday,

and two of my cousins are still sick right

now. I am grieving for their loss and suffering and can't help but wonder: Am I nexti Will I be the
next person in my family who dies alone, gasping for air because I had to choose between my life
and my career?

It makes me sick with terror, and deferring to the later date will not alleviate these

fears, as the growing number of COVID-19 cases across the country demonstrates that the virus is
here to stay.

"Simply taking the exam at a later date or allowing for attorney supervision is not only
unfair, it will greatly prejudice many members of the 2020 classwhose employment either rests on
passing this exam (and thus exposing themselves to potential death or long term complications) or

those who are looking to serve in our armed forces asJudge Advocates. This is the situation I am

in. I have to be bar licensed to even have my application reviewed, but if I contract COVID-l9 as a
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result of this exem, it is entirely possible that I will suffer from complications that will bar me from
my desired military service. While I recognize that this is likely a small portion of the examinees, it

is still a catch-22 that causes undue stress and anxiety in already tumultuous times. I and other
examinees who wish to serve our country should not have to worry about not being able to do so
due to an exam being conducted that

"It

will place that ability in jeopardy.

is becoming increasingly more likely that Covid-19 is airborne and spreads extremely

effectively in enclosed places or large gatherings. Indeed, as the Nebraska Bar Commission has
reminded us time and time again via email, we are expected to follow the DHMs established by the
state, and they themselves have not been in their offices in Lincoln due to increased risk of COVID

contraction.

"So why is it acceptable that we are expected to waive any liability and expose our health
to take an exam that will likely be a superspreader event? The Bar examiners argue that they are
making this as safe as possible, and yet, we know that false negatives are common for rapid result
exams. We know that negatives can occur due to lack of virus samples

in the upper respiratory

system, and we know that even asymptomatic victims can spread the virus.

"What we don't know is if our proctors, staff, or anyone besides the examinees are subject

to the same restrictions we are. We don't know if the tests we are required to get will actually
protect anyone, let alone stop a sick examinee from being in the testing center. We have no idea

if

everyone who has a negative test will properly or even have the ability to properly quarantine
themselves following the COVID test. This entire summer's preparation can best be summed up

with: 'I don't know.' And that is terrifying.
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"Finally, I'm sure questions will be raised as to why have2O20 test takers not spoken up
sooner? Why have they not said anything sooner? How could we have known they had these
concerns? The answer is simple: we are scared to. For every person who submits an impact
statement, I can almost guarantee that another has not out of fear of being hit with a Character and
Fitness violation. As we have been reminded time and again, Character and Fitness is not done

until after the exam.
"'We're scared that by asking questions or speaking out that we are putting atargeton our
back. It's entirely possible that that belief is unfounded, but the language used in many of the emails
we have received make

it hard to see it any other way.

"Knowing we can be found to be in violation of Character and Fitness should we contract
COVID has caused me so much stress every time I so much

as cough or even have to

venture out

of my apartment to get groceries. It makes studying difficult, knowing that simply one slip-up,
something I may not even know happened, could cost me my career.

"No group of examinees

has ever faced the level of uncertainty and risk that the 2020 class

is currently facing, and if the exam is administered as planned, it

will not be a fair indication of our

competency as attorneys. As such, I implore the Nebraska Supreme Court and the Nebraska bar
Commission to grant the Class of 202O Diploma Privilege.

"

Impact Statement 28

"It's

upsetting that I have to take time to write this. I could be spending time to prepare for

an exam that

will determine whether I havs the competency to practice law. But this examination

is unlikely to be a fair and accurate judgment of any applicant's competency. We're in the middle

s8

of a global pandemic. Every bar applicant is handling the stress differently. Our living situations,
our finances, our families, and our health are diverse. Yet we share the common goal of becoming
licensed attorneys. Unfortunately, we're being asked to risk the health and safety of ourselves and
those that we love in order to obtain that license. No practicing attorney today can say the same

thing.

"I

like to think I'm quite capable in my ability to control my stress levels, handle anxiety,

and face adversity. The spread of COVID-19, the closing down

oflaw schools, and the self-isolation

required in a global pandemic broke down that confidence. Since March,
anxiety that I've never felt.

I

have felt stress and

At times, these feelings manifest physically leading to hives

and

uncontrollable itching. At any given time, the dread, helplessness, and vulnerability brought on by
this pandemic will hit me like a wave and it is difficult to focus.

"It's difficult to focus when Irealize that

the office of the Attorney Services Division is

closed due to the health and safety concerns posed by the novel coronavirus. When bar applicants
are told that examination procedures deviate from the direct health measures, and we have to sign

a waiver of liability,

it

makes me angry. The consistent reminder that Character and Fitness

decisions are reserved for after the exam suggests that we should remain silent regarding our health
and safety concerns. We can be heard, but we should expect consequences. We are going into the

most important exam of our lives, and the very people we seek approval from have acknowledged
that it's reckless and dangerous. The scheduled administration of theJuly 2O2O bar examination is
disrespectful to those who hope to practice as attorneys in Nebraska.

"We know the bar examination is stressful. It comes with the territory, and we spent our
law school careers dreading this very period. We accepted the challenge when we applied for
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admission to the bar. Normally, I wouldn't have to take time to write this. These are not normal
times. Treat this moment with the seriousness it demands.

"

Impact Statement 29

"Studying for the bar exam under 'normal' or non-pandemic conditions can probably be
described as stressful. Studying for the bar exam under pandemic conditions can be described as

terrible, ridiculously stressful, and anxiety-inducing.

"I

am a single mom to a 9-year-old girl. I relied upon camps in Omaha this summer so that

my daughter would be out of our apartment having fun but mostly so that I could study in peace
and quiet.

It

has been a nightmare trying

to navigate which summer camps had been cancelled

completely, which ones moved online for half-days, and which ones I could get my daughter in last-

minute that were still open and accepting registrations. At the same time of wanting (needing) to
send my daughter to camp, I also had to grapple with that decision, which made me wonder if I was

compromising her health and safety.

"Unfortunately, my stress with my personal studying and attempts to retain the requisite
information, as well as ensuring my health and safety and my daughter's health and safety, has
made me feel very on-edge. I know that my daughter can feel my tension, even when I try my best

to relax and enjoy my time with her in the evenings.

'(I understand that nothing

about COVID-19 has been easy. But

it's my opinion

that

Nebraska bar takers have not really been given any sort of reasonable alternatives. Ultimately, the

pandemic has been about adapting. I do not like the phrase 'new normal' but that really speaks to
how people have been adapting: to a new normal. It is my hope that the Nebraska Bar Commission
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cen also adapt to this 'new normal' and empathize with what recent law school graduates are
grappling with.

I'm not entirely

sure what that looks like, but one reasonable alternative could be

granting 2O20law students emergency diploma privilege.

"

Impact Statement 30

"I

was supposed to stop work to study for bar prep this summer and start back up at my job

post bar. However, my husband works in the restaurant industry and was put on furlough for 10
weeks. While he works for a national chain and was able to get some pay, it was not enough to

support us throughout the summer.

I

had to take out another loan (my school loan debt is now

more than $fOo,ooo; and continue working throughout the summer to be able to pay our bills. This
has had a significant impact on my study time and mental bandwidth.

My husband is also

a high

risk COVID patient, so the stress of everyday life and trying to keep him as isolated as possible has
been extremely stressful.

"I

am seriously concerned about my ability to perform on the exam, not because I haven't

put in the time or effort, but because of outside forces which are constantly coming at me. The
handling of communication about requirements for sitting for the exam in Nebraska has been
disappointing. There seems to be limited regard about the realities the examinees are facing at this

time; it is, at the very least, poorly communicated if any such regard exists. To drop a testing and
isolation requirement on us three weeks before the exam that is to take place over the four days
leading up to the actual exam was inconsiderate and the delivery cold and unconcerned. I respect
the need to be careful and keep people safe, but the Bar Commission had the choice to make other

plans and accommodations to adjust

if the need
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arose. The choice not to do so has created a

situation where a lack of planning on the Commission's part has apparently constituted an
emergency on our part.

It

is frustrating and disappointing behavior for

supposed to rely on as professionals.

the organization that we are

"

Impact Statement 31

"As with the majority of my peers, COVID-19

has detrimentally impacted my preparation

for the bar exam. Its primary impact has been the lack of access to an environment conducive to
effective studying.

"Prior to COVID-19, my plan was to spend the majority of the summer at my law school's
library to prepare with my fellow bar takers. Unfortunately, this was never an option as my law
library has been closed to students since mid-March. Initially, the law library was supposed to open
back up to students onJune
19

1.

However, this was pushed back toJune 15 as it became clear COVID-

would not 'go away with the heat' as predicted by some members of our country's leadership.

On June 15, our law school informed us the library would remain closed for the duration of the
summer despite earlier statements that it would be open.

"While I use this example to demonstrate the lack of access to a proper study environment,

it also demonstrates the high level of uncertainty associated with bar preparation during a
pandemic. While preparing for the bar exam under 'normal' conditions is a stressful endeavor in

its own right, the Nebraska Board of Law Examiners' lack of transparency and

seeming

indifference to the plight of future attorneys compound the stress of an already stressful time.
"

The ' solution ' provided by the Nebraska Board of Law Examine rs is to provide additional

administrations ofthe exam. At first blush, this solution may seem like a step in the right direction.
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However, my health insurance is provided by my law school and expires at the end of July.
Furthermore, I cannot afford to forgo working for an additional two months while continuing to
prepare for an exam that may be just as impacted by additional waves of COVID-19. This 'choice'
forces me to make a decision between sacrificing my health or sacrificing my economic well-being.

Believe me when I say no reasonable bar applicant is taking advantage of the global pandemic as a
way to skirt the bar exam - we are genuinely concerned about the health and safety of ourselves,

our families, and our communities. I only ask that you acknowledge the unprecedented situation
we are living in and to make accommodations that will realistically benefit bar examiners. Thank
you for your consideration.

"
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E)GIIBIT B
Emails from The Nebraska State Bar Commission
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5- 7-20 SC

From: Ferris, stephanie <stephanie.t€rris@nebraska.go\D

<nsc. attyadmissions @nebraska.gora

on beharf of nsc, attyadrnissions

Sent: Friday, May g, p020 g:51 AM

Subfect Nebraska Bar Exam

Dear July 2020 bar examiness,
Attached is an Order of ihe
Nebraska Supreme Courl regarding
lhe conduct of the July ZO2A
Nebraska. ln comptiance.alth
bar exam in
tne-dfoiiiJ,j
"'
assigned to ono of the bar exam
July 28 and 29 or September g
sessions, eithei
and 10 (both o, 2020).

i,iiil

To asslst in making the at
responding to t;;

Affis#;:lil

,zQZa by

July 28.29, ?020 (Tuesday &
Wednssday)
September 9.r0, 2020 (Wednesday
& Thursday)
Indicata if you hava no prelerence

"lf

you choo$s a parlicular
exam dals, please indicate in your
omair why you choose this sassion
Let us know il you have questions.
Thank you.

Stephanie Ferrie I Assrstanr Drrector
ot A(lrntssrorrs I Alktil iey Scrvtces Divisron
Admrnistratrve Ofi ice ol the c ourls
ar)d Prl:balron
3806 Normal Boulevard I L incoln. NE 68506
P:402.471 .3092 (Direct),
lF 4(\2.47 12512

NCH
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Email2 - MaJ 19,2020
I
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COde Ol Cl)'!(lu.t.tx.,l;

From: Ferris, Stephania <stephanie.lerris@nebraska.gov>

on behalt of nsc, attysdmisslons

<nsc. attyadmissions @nebraska, gorr>
Ssnt: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 2:46 pM

Subject: July 2020 bgr exam
Dear July 2020 bar examinees,
we will contirrn your actual bar exam date at the end ol the woek, you are most likoly assigned
to take the €xam on July 28 and 29. 2020. We are awaiting final approval iiom tne Cowr foi tiat - "- assignment. Be sure to contact us now it that data concerns you.

In|guSf

Attached is the Code ol Conduct you need to sign and return to us no lal6r thsn 1o days lrom now.
Please read il thoroughly.
Let us know if you have any questions. Thank you.

lt

Slephanie Ferris I Asstst.lnt fJrrector Adnlr$sr(.Jl.ts I Att(r.n(.)V Sc,r.riccs Divrsion
Adnrinistralrvr..r Oifice cf tlte C;ourls irlcl probalu.,,
380$ I'lorrriirl Buuir,'v;lriJ I l_in<.olrr, t{F ij83tt6
402 471 3ils'r? tOle{:l). ,10? 471:113i (f!,1cLL t_i(,lF t)esk}
402 471.2512

p

!ilc-F.ltiritt; lr)rrr5'rf'llrjiljiNliit-u.ly lwrrr\4,suFrenlgcorrIL{tQ.{jQ\l

GFrnieeRAsKA

t|7JUDtCtAL BRANCH
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tF

r*ebrask* Stalc BNr Conmrission
Code of Conduct for c*ndidatrs for the Sum*rer of 2020

Brr eranr

As a candidatc to sit tbr the bar r:lant rn tltc runrrtrcr of'1(110 1ou rl!rR- to

thr {irllrr*.in$ stdc rl'

conduct. Vkrlaligtofthecodr'will be considtrn*darruttcrolcharaetcrandliuressandnl:tvh-rul(rnrtinding

ihltyoutnfl!notbcliccnsr'dinNt'br.rsliaandnral

L
Hcdth

De

In accorrdance with

parmcnt guidantc

nLurclurJrdfionrprrricipationinthr.barc-ranr.

C{nlets l'or Disr"isc firntrul irntl Prercntron (CDCI rrnd lnnr'nstcr Counly

arntl

to pmr cnt thc spn-ird ol COVID-

u'ill not hc allorved into thc t{riting irca if thr}

l 9.

;rpplicrnrs lbr rht- Jul;- lOl{t cxarrrinarion

:

a. trarclctltoaayforcig'ncountr-v*ilhutthc-l{)da}'sFn(}rtL)thcc-riun:

b. n:sideorhitvr'clrrsccontrcts'ithvJnu()ndrrhrrtnrrclcdtorn\ti)rrlelrcountr;-*rthinllrr3[]darrprrorto
thc c-\am:
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('-\Am:

d.
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t:lstt or snh:l
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lhorc issucd b) thc CDC. \\-orld l{ealth Orlirnirirlron. lrr rtlt!' irrtd hxal uorcrtrrrcnLr.

Il..\pplir:antsagrctlothcfoll(i\lngprdctic$t{rnt;r\lnliatht'iro*nsrlltllndthcs:ttll\ol-thdrc
pani{ipdling in tlrr' bar crnrn'
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rvhcrc you arc localcd-
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t-rrst da1

ernrcr

ol'thc

cxilm.

c. You*ill conplt!r'i*)itn,v ritquircnttnL{tlrr('OVtl.) l9tciturguupt'x.tlbvthcStrrtcBiuConlu}tsrrdnFnor
lrrlhcJulvc,ram Wiihtlrcnrturctrflcslingu'rrrhingalinll dccr:ronturthcnrcthodoftcrting*illhe
a latrr dttc.
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Email3 - June 26, 2020
I

1

ailachments (7

t

B)

LLHD-DHM-June22.pdl;

From: Fenis, staphanie <stephanie.fenis@n6braska.gov> on behall ol nsc, attyadmissions
<nsc. attyad miseions@ nebraska. gorr>
Sent: Friday. June 26, 2A2O3.:27 PM

Sublect: July 20?0 Bar Exam Reminder
Dear July 2020 bar examinses,
We.hav.g been notlfied by lhe heallh dopartment thal there is a spike in COVID-1g cases due to those
under 40 years of age going to bars and restaurants. This is a reminder lhat laillng to folfow aiitrea[n
m€asures will be a character and fitness issue. lt is imperative that you minimize
lour chance of
infection between now and the bar exam. ll the diseasb is contrscted betwo€n mii*luty and the exam
you.likely will not be able to qualify to sit fror the exam. Be sure to check and frcllow curient directed
health measures in effec{ in your location. The attached DHM is for Lancaster County
6.teuiisr,if.
Going to bars and rostauranis is currenfly a risk factor for contraclion of the virus.

Carole McMahon-Boies, J.D.
Administrator Atlornsy Servicae Division
Nebraeka Supreme Court
3806 NormalBlvd.
Lincoln, NE 68508

402-471-g}gt
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Ernuil4 - June 29, 2020

From: Ferris, Stephanie <stephanle.lerris@nebraska.go\r>
<n6c.attyadmlssions@ nebraska.go\l>
Senl; Monday, June 29, 2020 1 1 :24 AM

on behall ol nsc, atlyadmissions

$ubtect: July 2020 Bar Exam
Dear July 2020 Bar Examinees,
You may have receivsd a notilication from the Cornhusker Maniott regarding their plans to open thek

holel. Pleass r€st assure that the bar exarn is still going to be held at ths Gornhusksr Maniott ln
downtolyn Lincoln for the bar exam July 28 & 29,2020. However, at this time they are not planning to
open hotel rooms until aftBr August 1st, For you, this means you will need lo find a new spaoa to stay at
if you need a hol€l room during tho two exam days. The lollowing downtown hotels may have space
available: Courtyard by Marriotl. Hilton Gardens, Hyalt Place, and EmbaEsy Suites. Ther€ are al$o
many more surrounding hotels that also could have availability.
Parking will be similar to prior exams whsr€ ths parking garagos till on a first come lirst s6rv6 basis.
Thera is a parking garage attached to the Cornhusker Marriolt and there are parking garages close by as
wellThank you.

Stephanie Fer(ls I Assr:;tant Dirccl()r ol A(lnlrsstorls lAlt,.)il)ev Servrces Dtvrsron
Adfiil.rslralrvc C)lfrct-. crl tlre Crtrrrts and Pr0f)atron
3806 Nornrai B,:rrievard I l.rrtccln llE i{]5{lfi
P 40:1.471 ll0l.l2 iDrrt:i;t). 40? 47 1 31 37 (MCLE Help Des{) I F. 482.47 1.2512
Slen:!]A!!s.j4]r,tii.!1]qJr|1$kjltt.,t'i

lwiv,,./.supleLBrjcetu.!.ne.gqY

@ilsinflfir$.,

Email5 - JulJ

1,

2020

From: Ferris, $tephanie <stephanie,lorris@nebraska.gow
<nsc.attyadmission$ @ nebrasks. gorr>
Sont: Wedn€sday, July 1, 2020 2:20 PM
$ubjecl: July 2020 Bar Exam- Holel Notification

on behalf of nsc, attyadmiEsions

Dear July 2020 Bar Examrnees,

Wo received word that the Kindler Hotel in downtown Lincoln (21 6 N 11lh Sl, Lincoln, NE 685081 can
ofler holel rooms to our bar examinees al the rate ol $129.00inight over the dalos ol7127l2A -7agm.
Tg 6€cure s room. you will neod to oall lhe hotel directly to roceivo that rate, Thoir phone number ls
(402) 261-7800.
Her€ is a link to lho Kindlor Hot€l website il you would like lo see mor€ info: hllfjj!'4llekllcl.lgrllqElegrr)/?
gclid=clol(QcIU$t)olLL,lilDPARlsANSnHuEplveAZ-Brra5lhr*l-Lrl$iZgZBEFPSqHxyEyUtrZwALiSilUlrqsl
BU?aaAunZt.Atw' !Yo-B
Thank you.

Slephanie FeritsiAss,slar)'i i.;rre|l0r ol /ricirlrsslons iAltrirney Servicrjs l)rvrsion
Admirtisltitlrva {)ll,r:r. ol lhr: Cor;,ls artrl Prr:halron
3806 f\lcrnral Br:qr";u,41,1 I i-rni..lr,. l.iF itfli0o
P.40?.4.?1 :l{if':l 1i)!rr}(-'li;402 471 3137 itulcl.h Hulp Oesk, i

F

S!,itJ-LLllr(J-U,r:t:'l,r.ri-)l)!:li!.r il(;-v lUlUW,S!prgOeap_illt.llQ.gQy

#Sili't'bRAsKA
BRANCH
tl7juDrcrAL
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Email6 - Ju|16,2020

I

2 .rttachn]ents {.26 KBI

Tenrperature-Symptoms Log.pclf

;

Jtliy ?o?_O gar Exam Raleasc.piit:

From: Ferris, Stephanie <stephanie.terris@nebraska.gorl> on behalf ol nsc, attyadmissions
<nsc. attyadmissions

@

nebrasks. go\,>

Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 4:13 PM
Subfect: July 2020 Bar Exam- Testing, Logging, Belease
Dear July 2020 bar examinees,
Wo have been notified by the health department that COV|D.19 testing will be available for all
on Frlday, July 24th at North Star Hlgh School ln Llncoln (5801 N 33rd Sr, Llncoln, NE
88504).
.Testing is rsqwqd tor you lo be able to sit for the bar exam. You will need to indicato yoli ar"
there to be teslod for the Nebraska bar exam. Further inlormalion regarding tesling specilics wifi be
provided to you before July 24th. The cost of the COVID-19 test is $l S7.0O which most insurance
policies cover. There is also assistance available if your insurance does not mver this. lt claiming seffpay. the cosl of ths test is around $70.00. ,, , , corrjpletron ot the i r'/lf)-tg test, you rnusl quaraiti,r,r.
'
lltititt(lll !iii: !,.,'!i|)ir'lrirt: dal.:r':ri lir ) ir.ir
.rij

gIgTlFeJ

ln addition to testing, as per the Code of Conduct that you all signed, you r^rilt nsed to begin logging your
symptoms and lemperature 5 days belore the exam. I have attached-a log for you to us6. fnisin"oufa
be rsiurned to us by noon qn Monday,July3Zb Thore are no exc€ptions lo this.
Lastly, wo have altached a Belease that wilt n8ed to be signed and returned to us [qlgledhgLftidgy,
JJi,VJl,}&m. lf you are concerned about pandenric risks and not wanting to execute a Re6m;A'witt
q[oyfor dalerral of your pending application to a later exam session. Thii needs to be refayed i;

;;

ASAP.

Thank you.

Stephanie Ferris I A$:irstani L)rrgrttol rrl Adrnissio;':r,
Arlmitttslratrve O{tice ol the Courls an(l Proir;ltrran
3806 Nonnal Boulevard lLrncoin. NE 6850$

P

I Ailr-'rlri.:v Ser,,,rce..;

4(,?.471.3092 {Direct): 4A2.471.3137 ([/CLE tr t:11r [)cr;k1
J;r.ry lwww.grtpremecoull itp gov
SlAIf

<Jt

NEBRAS KA

JUDTCTAL BRANCH
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:it) Rt:'t,l:Asu

l, t\.rrrrt'l

{lX)lil

. It.rrtttr.l

lilcrl

.rrr

,r;plrcirtiun lirr. .xlnrissir)n

({}

lhc hirr o[\-chrirskit. sl.rlc tlritt I rrnrlcrstand

exutttkn,rrrttt!ll:o.crr.rrnlol'rrrlr.qlrrrrr lagrccl,rlirlllrr:rll rlli'lrprrlhrcrrlsasrrrrllinul trrlhrNclrruskirSt:rtcllar
n:rtlllh: .lll rrrk ,rsrrr(l,llr'tl \\ llh t;lLillll llrc

r.'!er.c. tltrrllrt!r'iul(l

I ltt'rtl\

lr.rL cr.rt}r

c\on{tirtc thc \chrirr}.a Sl.rtc lliil ( rrrrrrDr-rri0rr. ils aqt'rrts irntl rcprtscnt.rl.ires. thc

C\L-!\ nilltllrr tttxi Ltn.l ittlslll! irlll ill'litC lctttltltott rrl lltc trrrt c\Jilllil.rlt()lt

SiItrtttl
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EmailT-July6,2020

.rll? i

5:16
1

!

@

iij

You
{C' t,':t.

.t1 !.,..rt

iIl',Ii.;:.ii{)|,.,

ls there a way for us to be able to get tested in
Omaha or our respective locations and then provide

the results to the Bar? Or do we have to go to the
location in Lincoln?

Redacted for
Applicant's Privacy
Get Qgllle-ek_ll$1p_5

Ferris, Stephanie
{ ji i).:ii.,ii ..i nsc, attyadnrissions
i--'.:

"'i;ii

No. you willneed to come to Lincoln and go to the testing
site designated for the bar examinees which is North
Star.

Stephanle Ferris I Assistanl Director of Admissions
Altorney Services Divisiorr
Administrative Office ol lhe Courts arrd Probatron

I

3806 Normal Boulevaird I Lincoln. NE 68506
P : 4!?_.-4 Z-r..3.-0_9? { Direcr } ; 4 0?. ri 7 1, 3-13 Z ( MC L

I

t'ter p'

Desk) I F : 48-?.41},251 ?
s-te gn

t-

v

A!!e-,lc{{i

s.(t-t n e b r-tl s k a.

gpv

i.ir:r.:

i.1
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Emails-Jufu7,2020

From: McMahon-Boias, Carole <Carole.Mcmahon-boies@nebraska.goyt
Sent: Tuesday, July 7 , 2020 9:49 AM
To: Ferris, Stephanie <stephanie.ferris@nebraska.gorr>
SubJeet: bar exam COVID-lg testing requirements

(iood !{rrrning
lrt an cllirrt li, Ll{iir up n.lr,r1 srjcnls l(t bc
crut:i

l

nrisrrntltrst;lndinll I rrlnl lo clirrily the lcstittg rctlttircmcnts f()r

tlte. trlrr

..\s

irtdicllctl

tl \(lu 11 tltc tirrrc thc ( otl('oi('ontltrct *'lrs issuud

the lrclltlr tlcpitrtmcrrt is requirinp, cr..rtain

|tr.rcaulionssolltrtgcnr:r\ r()nduc!.the Juli lrurcrarlarrrl nrininiizccxporurerisks.'l lrcl,harcbecn

{jxlrcnlcl\' .;trJrporlilr ol'rrul cllirrts trr dcr irrtc liour tlircctcd hculllt nreasurcs nnd nrake it possible lirr us lo
lrar t' a h:rl cxunr ilr Julr'.
(.)na rr'qrrrrenrcnt i: tliat;rll :rlrst be slrorrn to h;nc;r rrcgirtir,c tc5l on thc Iriday belblc- thc e\alll.
,.\lthi.rugh il llr.'r'c ts no hcrrllh insrrrlncr lhc,:laru l,-'c is S?(1.{X). that tie lnay he rvaivetl ilvou carrnot
pr1. .\ tirlur eln he lilictl out al tlrc tirrrc th:rt thr crarrr is takcn that rvill allorv a chalitahlc rvaivcr ollhc
$l{}.00- l'rcr'-r sllirrl ltas I'ur,'tt n)i.rrlc to kr.:cp rtrrls ('l'llrr \:\uu} as lor,r as possible. lrrtlecd llrc chlrges lilr
firoil ltn,l ltotcls is krrrer llturt trc lt;tvc ltatl lirl th* erltrn in sorrrc Iiruc.

l-or tlro't'rti,l ,rl.lc li) !t'sl irt I rnc,rin iln allcrnilli|r' lcrlirtr: plnrr thal cnsurcs $c haYc it lcst laLen hclwccn
iittrl .ltrlr l7 rtta_r bc sttlrtttitle,.l ulong rritI tltc crpliutalitrp irs to $hy tr:stittgcatt't take placc in
l.incrrltt. .\il rvill rrccrl a rrcgatir u tcst lxkcn tlurinp, thlt pr.rio(l t() sit lirr lhs cxnnt.

Jull ln

i\ll

tcst t.rkcr'; rrill llr!'rl lt) coorcratc vrillr tlris cllirrt lo kcr:lr tlrc g,rorrp stll'bv honorinu tltc rlistrurcc
restrictirrlls .il1(l rlircrti{}rl\ \'(}u rr\'given ilt tlte t'rilnr. tlt'irrirrg mlrsks alrtl t'0llorvine dirr:clions during
lrrr.:iiks. S;rcl ltrnrltcs nrc lr.:ing provitlcrl licc ol ulr:rrgc r(lnr'tcsl ol'llNl.lnd L'rciuhkur. All rvill trc
askcrl lo elrt irrtlcP.'nt['ntlI k) r]]iluiltilc erlrosrrrr: r'isl,s.

lh t)(' Illi:illrs l\ lhuru u lc(lll!'cnlcrll lhlt y-0rr rlu.:ltillllrnc rtr I.ilrcoin itl irn\' lintc. ()rrr:c )ou irrc tcslcd the
ur1-*chrliott rs rou uill stil) llonrc il r'ott tarr end tlrr ntr;rl is 1'rilssible ttl lvoitl the risk ol'cxnosllrc.
.,\s

ltl"rr[s li'ci lirr.

tr] c()lllitct us.tl i]ltY

tirilc it rr:tr ltn\c cr)nccrns (lue to ].i)ur parlictrlilr circumslarrccs

Carole ltlcfvlalron-Boies .l D.
Adrnrnistralor Nebraska Suprenre Courl Attorrrey Services Drvrsion
Adnrinrslraliv.J Ollice'oi tlre Courts arrcl Probatrorr
3806 Nornral Blvcl./Lrncoln. NE 68516

402-471

11091
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, David W. Sears, hereby certify that onJuly 70,2020,

a copy of the foregoing

Petition

for Waiver of the Bar Examination Requirement for Admission to the Bar and Provision of
Emergency Diploma Privilege, with the attached Exhibits described therein, was sent by certified
mail to the Nebraska State Bar Commission, c/o Attorney General Doug Peterson, 2115 State

Capitol, Lincoln, NE, 68509 pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. S 25-510.02 (1), and

a

courtesy copy of

the same was delivered by email to Ryan Post, Assistant Attorney General, Chief of the Litigation
Bureau, Nebraska Department ofJustice at Ryan.Post@nebraska.gov.

By,

David W. Sears
8106 North Ridge Dr. E
Omaha, NE 68112
(oso) zst-+tzs
DavidSears @Creighton. edu
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